ABOUT THE COVER
Responding to the global health
crisis necessitated snap decisions,
procedural agility, and generous
amounts of creativity and resolve.
At the Science Education institute,
SwiTchED is how we pivoted,
took action, and leveraged the
interconnectedness of our world
to continue serving the ideals of
Science and Technology Education.
This is how we sought out valuable
opportunities that led us, and
continue to lead us, to this new
normal.
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Introduction

The year 2020 had not been what everyone had imagined
it to be. The highly infectious coronavirus disease (COVID19) had caught each of us off guard when it struck
with such speed and ferocity. Without a doubt, it is the
quintessential disruptor that requires an equally drastic
and transformative response, especially in the education
sector that provides essential services to students and
teachers.
When the pandemic upended the whole world in 2020,
we at the Science Education Institute (SEI) ensured that
our mandate to provide scholarship opportunities to
deserving students and develop our talent pool of science
and technology (S&T) human resources should never stop.
Amid the confusion and uncertainties, we implemented
rapid and adaptive responses to the challenges to
transcend the critical situation and protect the youths’
opportunities for education. We focused on getting
things moving again, continuing to serve the needs
of our scholars, teachers, partners, and the rest of our
stakeholders that were all affected by the pandemic.
Thankfully, the interconnectedness of the modern world
that allowed the pandemic to easily cross borders also
presented the tools that enabled us to cope amid its
disruption.

SEI specifically moved forward by seeking ways to better
utilize technologies and other tools to the advantage of
everyone. We implemented fresh processes to help us
navigate through the challenges and overcome every
obstacle caused by the global health crisis. We also
saw the need to frequently engage in the much-needed
collaborative efforts with our partner entities to exchange
creative approaches and policy-making routines in these
trying times.
Indeed, 2020 demanded us to transition swiftly if we
were to fulfill our mission and live up to our commitment.
We faced unexpected challenges head-on, committed
to providing our STEM teachers and students with the
assistance they required while abiding by the government’s
COVID-19 precautionary measures.
More than anything, all our efforts were motivated by this
truth: S&T plays a critical role in advancing our society
during and post-pandemic. We should strengthen our
capabilities in this area if we as a nation are going to
successfully future-proof ourselves and be more resilient
and flexible in the event that other crises of the same
magnitude as COVID-19 should hit the global community
anew.
Ultimately, we will consistently strive to make S&T
applicable and work for all, with emphasis on its role in
addressing present and future socio-economic challenges.
Then and now, science remains pivotal to the progress
and development of the Philippines. Applying scientific
principles is even more imperative as the country
continues its path toward stronger recovery.
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The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic has ushered
in a new reality that none of us had expected. Its impact
has been unprecedented in scale, upending most aspects
of our life as we knew it. The pandemic has taught us
many things. One of these is the importance of our ability
to turn unforeseen challenges into opportunities. Another
is the need to widen the role of science and technology
(S&T) and evidence-based methods to solve societal
issues such as public health protection.

Without a doubt, 2020 would go down as one of the most
transformative periods in the history of humanity. The
pandemic that hit the global community was a gamechanger that turned our world upside down. Yet, it was a
period that called for us to step out of our comfort zones
and shine rather than cower in front of unprecedented
difficulties. It was the time to adapt to the new normal
and flourish under whatever circumstances.
The year was specifically an astonishing time for the
scientific community, with its continuous work addressing
the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). At the Institute, we
took advantage of this intensified interest in science to
push forward our mission. Innovation and creativity were
at the crux of our adopted strategy for 2020, enabling
us to advance science and technology (S&T) in the
country despite mobility constraints. Producing the next
generation of Filipino S&T professionals has never been
more critical and urgent than now.

Since day one of the pandemic, the government has been
leaving no stone unturned to mitigate COVID-19’s socioeconomic impact. It has also tapped into the nation’s
rich reservoir of resiliency, adaptability, and creativity,
together with our celebrated “bayanihan” spirit, to tackle
this giant of a crisis that has been staring us in the face.
Equally critical in our government’s actions is harnessing
the power of science, without which our battle against
COVID-19 would be for naught. We are happy to see
increased appreciation for science in our country in
2020 when a pandemic was officially declared. Science
continues to guide us, as we steadily move toward
bringing back some sense of normalcy to our society
without compromising everyone’s health and safety.
The year 2020 was indeed a period to reflect on the
new role of science education within the context of the
Philippines’ sustainable socio-economic goals under the
present situation. The pandemic has forced us to rethink
our old ways of doing things to give birth to new systems
done more differently and innovatively. At the Science
Education Institute (SEI), in collaboration with concerned
entities, a lot of adjustments had to be made to support
our science teachers and students while maintaining
service quality and excellence. Smart education and
alternative learning have indeed taken on an elevated role
under the new normal, as we have temporarily shifted to
online classes.
The SEI recognized the need to make the required
“Switched,” the theme of its 2020 annual report, for faster
S&T development in our nation despite the challenges.
Doing so has enabled us to continuously build a new
generation of competitive and highly trained S&T human
resources. This shift has never been more important than
the present day when science remains at the forefront of
combating the virus.
SEI’s transformation in 2020 was done in a manner
that would bring the Philippine S&T culture to new
heights and allow us to stimulate higher interest in S&T,
innovation, and STEM programs. Reiterating the relevance
of science education in light of what’s happening can

Quickly evolving with the changes brought about by
COVID-19, our SEI teams embraced technology- and
innovation-driven processes to offer our undergraduate
and graduate scholarships, conduct specialized training
sessions, and instill an enriched S&T culture in our
society. We leveraged alternative means to bring STEM
education closer to our youth sector in compliance with
our government’s health and safety protocols. We ramped
up access to our scholarship programs and made available
our STEM modules to a wide range of elementary and
high school students.
help our Filipino youths to make better sense of their
surroundings, act more diligently and responsibly, and
be more proactive in finding innovative solutions. More
importantly, we will build on our successes to provide
support that nurtures and cultivates the character and
identity of our young generation.
The pandemic is still raging, and this calls for us to
continuously adapt to the changes, be flexible and agile,
and extend a helping hand to each other. For DOSTSEI, despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles,
the objective remains the same. Before, during, and in
the aftermath of this pandemic, we are committed to
producing a new generation of S&T-proficient citizens,
whose scientific knowledge and skills can lead our nation
to great progress and prosperity in the 21st century.

PROF. FORTUNATO T. DELA PEÑA
Secretary, Department of Science and Technology

we have accomplished so much in spite of mobility
restrictions and lockdowns. But more than showcasing
each division’s accomplishments, this report mirrors the
resiliency, flexibility, and agility of the Filipino spirit in
response to the needs of the times.
In light of the pandemic, we expect the demand for
science education to become more robust. As such, we
cannot remain static. Looking ahead, SEI will continuously
be more innovative to ensure the right skillsets and
knowledge are transferred to Filipino youths in line with
our vision and mission. Enormous challenges are still
facing us. While the future remains unknown, we will
not lose hope in our quest to fulfill our mandate and
contribute to the Philippines’ growth and development.

DR. JOSETTE T. BIYO
Director, Science Education Institute

Furthermore, digital technologies played a part in our
efforts to realize all our set objectives and goals for
the year. Through digital innovations, we reached more
deserving students to benefit from our scholarship
programs and other support. But we were not only
after strengthening their competencies. We were also
equally focused on values formation. The strength of
our partnerships with different private and public sector
organizations added to our success as well in reaching our
target audiences and removing any stumbling blocks.
Thanks to the creative and collaborative efforts of
our team, we witnessed an improved organizational
performance. For example, the number of our
undergraduate scholars alone saw a 9.29% increase to
reach 30,039 in 2020 from 27,485 in 2019. Over the last 10
years, the recorded growth was a high of 230%.
Our 2020 annual report contains comprehensive details
of SEI’s 2020 achievements. Within its pages are the
glimpses of the hard work, commitment, and perseverance
of our employees, whom I am greatly proud of. Truly,
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• SEI supported 30,039 undergraduate scholars in
2020, reflecting a 9.29% increase from 2019.
•

•

9,788 students qualified for the 2020 Undergraduate
S&T Scholarship Examination that was conducted in
October 2019.
317 new scholars and 528 continuing scholars were

supported under the CBPSME. They were oriented
virtually on Scholarship Policies in December.

• Under the CBPSME, 27 scholars obtained a
Dissemination Grant that enabled them to present
their research outputs in local and international
conferences.
•
•

2,727 graduate scholars were supported in 2020
under the ASTHRDP.

306 MS and 54 PhD new qualifiers were supported
under the ERDT Consortium.

• The ERDT Consortium held its first virtual conference
in November, drawing 698 participants via Zoom and
2,987 viewers on Youtube.
• The Scholar’s Portal was launched in July, allowing
online access to documents that new scholars should
have, and an orientation video they could watch.
about the scholarship programs. At the end of the
year, 3,804 new scholars accessed the portal.
• The S&T E-Scholarship Application System for the
2020 Junior Level Science Scholarships was launched
in March, garnering a total of 23,443 applicants.
• The same system for 2021 DOST-SEI S&T
Undergraduate Scholarship Program was launched
in June and saw a total of 158,891 potential S&T
scholars.

• Under the DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarship
Programs, 57 MS and PhD scholars gained full
support to pursue their scholarships abroad. The
program produced 4 graduates in 2020.
• Under Project STRAND, 119 MS and 20 PhD new
scholars were accepted, bringing to 229 the total
number of scholars supported during the year.
• Due to the pandemic, the DOST-HRDP experienced
a sudden drop in the number of scholars supported,
with only 94 total scholars out of 170 in 2019.
•

51 local MS and PhD scholars and 4 PhD

scholars
at University of California (UCLA) in the United States
were supported under the PCARI program in 2020.

• Under the Filipino Patriot Scholars Project, a total of
4,412 scholars were served — a 23% increase from
the 3,580 target participants in 2019

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES
•

124 scholars presented their research outputs during

the 6th National Research Conference in Science and
Mathematics Education, held in March, before the
onset of the pandemic lockdowns.

• The ASTHRDP held its first virtual conference in
November, drawing more than 500 scholars and their
research advisers online
•
•

4,456 participants from various regions attended

the online orientations on the 21st CLEM

INNOVATIVE LEARNING
SOLUTIONS
•

• The DepEd adopted the DOST Courseware mobile
application platform and uploaded 60 modules for
Grades 1- 6 Mathematics (K12) and 12 modules for
Grades 3-6 Science (pre-K12)
• The courseware modules experienced 33,730
downloads, a 138% increase from 2019’s total of
14,119, on Google Play, while 1,380 installs were
recorded in 2020, an increase of 120.8% from 625 in
2019, on Apply Store.
• Likewise the SEI Courseware download page
registered 41,616 hits in 2020, a significant increase
from 28,529 in 2019.

HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
• The Science Teacher Academy for the Regions (STAR)
pivoted successfully online in the early weeks of the
pandemic. The project launched a webinar series
on STEM training which, by December 2020, helped
4,560 pre-service and in-service teachers adapt
faster to the new normal.
•

15,623 participants nationwide attended 194

online learning sessions on the DOST Courseware in
Science and Mathematics for Grades 1 to 8 within an
eight-month period

20 radio episodes of RadyoEskuwela and 15 video
episodes of TuklaSiyensya were produced as STEM
modules for elementary and high school student

•

6 teachers out of 70 nominees were selected as
national finalists in the Search for the Brightest STAR
competition.
2 Tracer Studies were completed in 2020, tracking
the long-term impact of the scholarship programs to
students after graduation

•

14 elementary teachers from seven private

•

27 teachers, school heads, DepEd officers and
indigenous persons from Ilocos Sur and La Union
participated in the orientation on the status of
education of Indigenous Peoples (IP).

•

48 science teachers from all DepEd divisions of

beneficiary schools in Region III received specialized
training in mathematics under SEI’s training program
for small private schools teachers.

Region XI participated in the online training for nonphysics majors

NATIONAL AND GLOBAL
COMPETITIONS
•

75 participants attended the Tagisang Robotics
Competition online technical training

•

534 registrants and 3,000 viewers witnessed the

•

76 entries were recorded for the 4th annual Indie-

•

1,631 YES medals were distributed to the schools

livestreamed virtual awarding ceremony of the 2nd
InnoBox competition in Facebook.

Siyensya filmmaking competition

in NCR and DOST Regional Offices in honor of youth
achievers in the fields of science and mathematics

• The Philippines secured a gold medal and two bronze
medals from the 61st International Mathematical
Olympiad
•

10 students were awarded in the National Finals in
the International Olympiad in Informatics. They went
on to secure two bronze medals for the Philippines.
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UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAMS

Pushing Forward
with Our Mission

1

Although the world came to a halt in 2020,
we at the Institute forged ahead with our
mission to ignite the interest and passion
of Filipino students for STEM disciplines,
in support of the country’s sustainable
development of human resources in
scientific fields.
This chapter highlights how our various divisions showed
innovativeness by pushing through with our initiatives
while protecting everyone’s safety. From utilizing digital
platforms to easing some scholarship policies upon the
approval of the DOST Secretary, we transformed to adapt
to the new reality. As a result, we reached impressive
milestones that could only be accomplished through our
teams’ sheer dedication, hard work, and perseverance.
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The Covid-19 pandemic has paved the way for the
administration of the S&T Scholarship Programs to
go on full digital mode. Innovative digital approaches
and streamlined procedures enabled SEI to address
the challenges in monitoring the scholars, conducting
the orientation for new scholars and their parents, and
managing the application process and other services in
the new normal.

Continually growing number of
S&T scholars
SEI supported 30,039 undergraduate scholars in 2020
under the three scholarship programs: RA 7687, RA
2067 or Merit, and RA 10612. This registered a 9.29%
increase from the 27,485 scholars in 2019 and 230% over
the last ten years. Among the total number of scholars
supported, 55% are male and 45% are female.

30,039
27,485

10

Section 10 of RA 7687 provides for the enlistment of
two scholars per municipality and 10 per congressional
district without municipality. In 2020, 98% of the total
municipalities had S&T scholars.
For monitoring purposes, scholars no longer had to
physically report to the office. They had to upload
the scanned copies of the required documents in the
dedicated Google Forms, then mail the hard copies to SEI
for validation. Subsequently, their financial assistance
was released.

Announcement and orientation of the 2020
S&T Scholarship Qualifiers
On October 20, 2019, 102,526 examinees took the 2020
Undergraduate S&T Scholarship Examination in 374
test centers nationwide. Out of the total, 9,788 students
qualified, and their names were announced in leading
newspapers and posted in SEI’s official website and
Facebook page on March 29, 2020.
Out of the total, 5,917 qualified for RA 7687 Scholarship
Program, which is intended for distinguished students
whose socio-economic status meets certain indicators.
Meanwhile, 3,871 qualified under the Merit Scholarship
Program, which is designed for students with high
aptitude in science and mathematics.
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FIGURE 1: Number of DOST-SEI S&T Undergraduate
Supported: 2011 to 2020
The steady increase in the number of scholars supported through the years shows the strong
support of the government towards the development of S&T experts.

RA 10612

The banner announcing the 2020
DOST-SEI scholarship qualifiers in the
SEI website and official social media
accounts.
973 847

RA 7687
8,443

9,522
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6,090
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FIGURE 2: Distribution of DOST-SEI Undergraduate
Scholars by Program and Sex

On July 10, NCR-based scholarship qualifiers and
their parents attended the first Virtual Orientation on
Scholarship Policies and Procedures via MS Teams.
The organizers presented a video on the terms and
conditions of the S&T scholarship. An Open Forum
clarified issues and concerns, and the SEI website posted
frequently asked questions with answers.

Scholar’s Portal: Online
access to SEI
Launched on July 14, 2020, the
Scholar’s Portal is an online
platform designated for qualifiers
nationwide who will study in
NCR. The site lets them download
their personalized copy of the
Scholarship Agreement, Letter for
Enrollment or Endorsement Letter
and LBP Letter of Introduction
– documents all new DOST-SEI
scholars should have.
A recorded video of the orientation,
along with the FAQ on the
scholarship program, was uploaded
in the Scholar’s Portal, allowing all
qualifiers and their parents to view
or revisit parts of the orientation
that they might have missed.

The information a qualifier inputs in this module
will automatically be reflected in the scholarship
agreement.

At the end of the year, 3,804 new
scholars accessed the portal using
their log-in credentials.
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S&T E-Scholarship
Application System:
Easing the process
The observed increase in the
number of scholarship applicants
every year posed major concerns
over how the process can be made
easier for applicants. In 2019,
a partial E-Application System
was implemented wherein the
applicants encoded their personal
information and still had to submit
the hard copy of the application
documents.

This module enables the applicant to upload the
requirements which must be submitted depending
on the information entered in the application.
It also serves as a checklist to ensure that all
documentary requirements have been submitted
before the application is finally submitted.

In 2020, the transition to the full
online application system was put
in place. The system consists of
four modules – Eligibility Check,
Encoding of Personal Information,
Uploading of Documentary
Requirements, and Releasing of Test
Permit. The system also evaluates
the applicable scholarship program
and advises on the correct
documents that must be submitted.

The system informing the applicant on the status
of his application.

SwiTchED: Steadfast in Our Commitment to Science and Technology Education

The S&T
Undergraduate
Programs

The conduct of the scholarship
examinations in 2020, however, was
postponed due to the threats of
Covid-19.
This module enables the applicant to upload the requirements
which must be submitted depending on the information entered
in the application. It also serves as a checklist to ensure that
all documentary requirements have been submitted before the
application is finally submitted.

Exit Conference:
Reconnecting with
Graduating S&T Scholars
A total of 425 NCR-based
graduating S&T scholars attended
the third Exit Conference held on
February 21, 2020 at the Philippine
International Convention Center.
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The system informing the applicant on the status
of his application.

DOST Secretary Fortunato De la Peña,
S&T Services Usec. Renato Solidum, Jr.,
DOST-SEI Director Dr. Josette T. Biyo and
DOST-SEI Deputy Director Engr. Albert
Mariño motivate the graduating scholars
to lead in serving the country at the
2020 Exit Conference for NCR-based
Graduating Scholars.
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FIGURE 3: Number of DOST-SEI S&T Undergraduate
Scholarship Applicants: Application Year 2013-2020

DOST Sec. Fortunato De la Peña giving
his message to the scholars.

SEI annually conducts the Exit Conference to reorient
graduating scholars on the terms and conditions of the
Scholarship agreement, specifically on service obligation,
and provide them information about S&T career
opportunities and the DOST-SEI graduate scholarship
programs.
In his message to the participants, DOST Secretary
Fortunato T. De la Peña reminded the scholars that as
iskolars ng bayan, there is always some weight on their
shoulders to give back. He added that the Filipino people
have put their faith in them and they must have strong faith
in themselves that they have what it takes to be impactful.
Moreover, DOST Undersecretary Renato Solidum
challenged the scholars to answer to their calling as they
are about to take another step in their journey after having
enjoyed the DOST-SEI scholarship. Meanwhile, SEI Director
Josette T. Biyo reassured the Institute’s commitment to
continue the conduct of the exit conference as a venue to
reconnect with the scholars and remind them of what the
country expects from them after they graduate.
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(L-R) Engr. Albert Marino (DOST-SEI),
Ms. Hilda Gaurino (DILG),
Engr. Reggie Obos (Proctor & Gamble,
Phil.) and Mr. Peter Gavina (DOST-SEI)

A DOST-SEI Scholar raising his concern during the 2020
Exit Conference for NCR-based Graduating Scholars.
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The E-Scholarship Application
System for the 2020 Junior Level
Science Scholarships debuted on
March 18, 2020, garnering a total
of 23,443 applicants. Meanwhile,
the E-Scholarship Application
System for the 2021 DOST-SEI S&T
Undergraduate Scholarship Program
was launched on June 1, 2020 and
saw a total of 158,891 potential
S&T scholars (see Figure 3).
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Engr. Reggie Obos, a JLSS scholar-graduate and now a
Senior IT Manager at Procter and Gamble Philippines,
shared insights and tips in coming up with a “Power Plan
of a Successful Career.”
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SEI Deputy Director Engr. Albert G. Marino joined Dr.
Biyo and other resource persons in clarifying issues and
concerns raised by the participants.

Norte. This annual conference provides CBPSME scholars
with opportunities to present, share and discuss their
studies and projects among fellow scholars.
The face-to-face gathering focused on the theme,
“Transdisciplinary STEM Education for Sustainable
Development.” A total of 124 scholars presented their
research outputs–83 in oral presentation and 41 in poster
presentation. The researches were categorized in 5 areas:
1) Teaching Modes and Strategies;
2) Teaching Capacity Development;
3) Instructional Materials Development;
4) Learning Experience and Assessments; and
5) Conceptual Studies.

A similar activity was conducted for the graduating
scholars in the regions by the DOST Regional Offices.

Dr. Erwin F. Cadorna, President of University of Northern
Philippines and conference keynote speaker, stressed on
the need for an authentic, integrated STEM education
that is transdisciplinary; and shift in views in teaching
to create unity of intellectual frameworks beyond the
disciplinary perspectives in order to achieve life-long
learning toward bringing about innovations to cause
positive changes in the Community.
Furthermore, he espoused that merging and fusing of
theories and collaborative methods may lead to the
emergence of a new discipline creating synergistic
results. This new paradigm can be compatible with
the goals of sustainable development, ideally seeking
to strike a balance among the pillars of sustainable
development namely: environmental sustainability,
social sustainability and economic sustainability.
Dr. Jose V. Camacho, Jr., Dean, Graduate School at UPLB,
presented the challenges universities will have to face
with the full implementation of Commission on Higher
Education CMO 15 series 2019 for Graduate Education
Program by year 2023. The new CMO was responding
to the demands of 4IR: Innovation of graduate
program, Interdisciplinary, Internalization and Inclusive
development.

Graduate
Scholarship
Program

DOST Secretary, Fortunato T. de la Pena
and SEI Director, Dr. Josette T Biyo with
one of the poster presenters.

CBPSME scholarship:
Moving On in the New Normal

15

Pre-pandemic conference

On March 5-6, 2020, with the looming threat of COVID-19
pandemic, the 6th National Research Conference in Science
and Mathematics Education under the Capacity Building
Program in Science and Mathematics Education (CBPSME)
was held at the Fort Ilocandia Resort, Laoag City, Ilocos

DOST Secretary, Fortunato T. de la
Pena cuts the ceremonial ribbon to
open the Poster Exhibit.

DOST Secretary Fortunato De La Pena expressed his continued
support for SEI's projects geared at improving the science and
mathematics education in the country. The increase in scholarship
slots each year open opportunities to S and M teachers who want
to help in the nation building.

Jay-R Leonidas, MA MathEd scholar at Bicol
University explains his thesis.

The Conference provided a platform for professional
interaction and intellectual exchanges among the
CBPSME scholars and their research advisers. On the
other hand, participants unleashed their creative and
lighter sides in the Conference Fellowship Night.

SwiTchED: Steadfast in Our Commitment to Science and Technology Education

Representing the government sector, Ms. Hilda Gaurino,
Chief of Human Resource Management Division of the
Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG),
talked about the privileges and opportunities when
working in the government including norms of conduct
and legislations which the scholars must be aware of
when they join the public service.
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In 2020, a total of 317 new scholars and 528 continuing
scholars were supported under the CBPSME. Figures
5-8 show the disaggregation of CBPSME scholars by
school, course and sex.
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FIGURE 7: CBPSME Qualifiers by Course in 2020
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FIGURE 6: CBPSME Ongoing Scholars by Sex
(as of 1st Semester AY 2020-2021)
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Dr. Josette Biyo welcomed 517 participants, including
the qualifiers, Project Director and Project Staff during
the virtual orientation on Scholarship Policies on 4
December 2020. A video presentation on the terms and
conditions of the S&T graduate scholarships was shown,
after which an open forum ensued for clarifications.
Issues not addressed during the session were answered
through email. The whole proceeding was posted
on the SEI website for qualifiers who had difficulty
connecting to the virtual event and those who were not
available on the set schedule.
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FIGURE 8: Distribution of 2020 CBPSME Qualifiers by Sex

FIGURE 5: CBPSME Ongoing Scholars by Course
in 2020
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FIGURE 4: Number of Conference Participants by Sex
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In her talk, Dr. Josette T. Biyo, SEI Director, said
that SEI’s goals are complementary to sustaining
capacity building efforts of academic institutions and
professional development of science and mathematics
educators across the country. It opened opportunities
to the marginalized education sectors in far flung areas
leading to the equitable distribution of government
resources, and making them globally competitive in the
practice of their teaching profession.

CBPSME scholars supported in 2020

SE Biology

0

SE General Science

20

CBPSME scholars present papers
Application Through Email
In April 2020, SEI announced on its website the
availability of the ASTHRDP graduate scholarships.
Considering the pandemic, applicants were allowed to
submit scanned applications and requirements through
email. Hardcopies are still required to be submitted
when the situation has normalized.

283

MS

321
47

PhD

65

After evaluation of the applications and approval of the
DOST Secretary, electronic copies were sent out to notify
the qualifiers of their scholarship award. For the First
Semester of AY 2020-2021, SEI awarded 716 new scholars.
(see Figure 10-11)

Mr. Deo Passion Urbano, MST Math scholar at the Saint Mary’s
University receiving his Certificate of Participation for presenting his
paper titled, “Alignment of Learning Competencies, Instruction and
Summative Assessment in Mathematics 10: A Basis for Curriculum
Implementation Monitoring Plan” in the MAX Atria Singapore EXPO,
Singapore on 7-9 February 2020.
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Ms. Lucille S. Arcedas, PhD Math Education scholar at West
Visayas State University, presenting her paper titled, “Effect of
Mathematext on Communication, Attitude, Family Engagement,
and Achievement: Basis for the Development of a Family Math
Program” via Zoom during the 8th European Conference in
Education by The International Academic Forum on July 19, 2020.

300

Female

FIGURE 10: Distribution of ASTHRDP Qualifiers in the
1st Semester of AY 2020-2021 by Level and Sex
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7

64

43

VSU

16 1

33

UST

30

USC

UP LOS BAÑOS

35

UP VISAYAS

14

6 1

UP DILIMAN

16 3

UP BAGUIO
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MSU IIT

3

DLSU

17 6

CLSU

0

23

111

109

100

UP MANILA

136

PhD

FIGURE 11: Distribution of ASTHRDP Qualifiers in the 1st Semester of
AY 2020-2021 by Level and University

ASTHRDP Scholars Supported
in 2020
SEI supported 2,727 graduate scholars in 2020 under the
Accelerated Science and Technology Human Resource
Development Program (ASTHRDP). Of the number, 45%
were male and 55%, female. (see Figure 9)

Orientation of ASTHRDPNSC Batch 2020 in a
Virtual Setting

1107

867

380

373
MS

PhD
Male

Female

FIGURE 9: Distribution of Scholars Supported by
Degree Level and Sex

Considering the health and safety
of the staff and the awardees, SEI,
in collaboration with the ASTHRDPNSC Project Leaders and universitybased Project Staff, held a series
of virtual orientations for the 2020
batch of ASTHRDP scholars by
university using the Zoom platform
for the first time. (see Figure 12)

114

142

Day 1

186

101

47
Day 2

Morning Session

115

Day 3

62
Day 4

Afternoon Session

FIGURE 12: Number of Participants in the Series of Orientation
per Day per Batch
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A total of 27 scholars obtained a Dissemination Grant
that enabled them to present their research outputs in
local and international conferences.

SEI grants for research-related
activities

B. Manila Economic and Cultural Office (MECO) – Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office (TECO) Sandwich Scholarship
Program (SSP)

Student Research Support Fund (SRSF)

In 2020, 11 graduate students were accepted to the
MECO-TECO SSP. Orientation was held virtually via
Zoom last October 16, 2020. They would have the
opportunity to conduct their research in a reputable
university or research institution in Taiwan. The
SSP is a MECO-TECO collaborative undertaking
implemented by the National Science Council of
Taiwan and the DOST. (see Table 1)

The Dissemination Component provides opportunity to
graduate scholars to present or publish their research
output in local/international conferences or refereed
journals, respectively. The Research Grant, on the other
hand, is an additional funding to augment the outright
research allowance for the conduct of the thesis/
dissertation, while the Mentor’s Fee is given to the adviser
of scholars who are able to complete their degree on time.

Due to COVID-19 pandemic, however, they would do
their SSP in 2021.

Technical Working Groups (TWG) were organized with
area experts among its members to do the evaluation.
These programs were evaluated based on their admission
process, enrolment and graduation rate, research
facilities, library holdings as well as the availability and
capabilities of their faculty members who can mentor the
scholars in their research activities.

13

A. Research Enrichment (Sandwich) Program

9

Ten ASTHRDP scholars were provided grants under the
Research Enrichment Program in 2020. This enabled
the scholars to do part of their research in R&D
institutions abroad that have the required facilities and
resources or expertise not available locally. However,
due to travel restrictions, some of these universities
have advised the scholars to move the schedule of their
sandwich program to 2021. (see figure 14)

20

In its goal to expand the coverage of the ASTHRDP
graduate scholarship, DOST-SEI adapted to the new
normal through the conduct of virtual evaluation of
seven graduate programs in priority S&T areas in various
universities. (see Table 2)

60

Dissemination

The ASTHRDP Conference was organized by the DOSTSEI, in collaboration with the ASTHRDP-National Science
Consortium.
For the first time in its nine years of implementation, the
Accelerated Science and Technology Human Resource
Development Program (ASTHRDP) Scholars’ Conference
was held virtually on November 26-27, 2020. Also for
the first time, it became part of the National Science and
Technology Week celebration.

38

Research Grant
MS

2020 ASTHRDP Scholars Virtual
Conference

SEI staff conduct Orientation of 2020 MECO-TECO SSP recipients.

9

38

The schools have yet to submit some requirements
before a decision on the possible inclusion of their
programs can be made.

Mentor's Fee

PhD

FIGURE 13: Number of Approved Request for SRSF by
Degree Level and Competent
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TABLE 1: Graduate Students who were accepted to the MECO-TECO Sandwich Scholarship Program
Name

Level

Course

University

Host Institution

Louriejean L. Alfar

MS

Environmental Engineering

UP Diliman

National Chengkung University

Jan Rei C. Datinguinoo

MS

Environmental Engineering

UP Diliman

National Taiwan University

Angela S. Dela Peña

MS

Environmental Engineering

UP Diliman

National Tsing Hua University

John Paul Renzo P. Jucar

MS

Environmental Engineering

UP Diliman

National Chung Hsing University

Rob T. Lumio

MS

Chemistry

DLSU

National Taiwan University

Andres Philip Mayol

PHD

Mechanical Engineering

DLSU

National Chengkung University

John Patrick D. Mercado

MS

Mechanical Engineering

DLSU

National Chengkung University

Jherwin B. Ocreto

MS

Energy Engineering

UP Diliman

National Chengkung University

Don Nelson C. Potato

MS

Environmental Engineering

UP Diliman

National Chung Hsing University

Jayne Lois G. San Juan

PHD

Industrial Engineering

DLSU

National Chengkung University

Vladimir U. William

MS

Chemistry

DLSU

National Taiwan University

2

1
2
1

1

Australia

Austria

Japan
MS

1

1

Singapore

Taiwan

PhD

1

1

1

UK

USA

MD-PhD

FIGURE 14: Distribution of Sandwich Program Grantees by Degree Level and Country

TABLE 2: Graduate Programs Evaluated in 2020
Graduate Program

University

Date/Mode of Evaluation

MS and PhD in Archaeology

UP Diliman

Jan 24, 2020/Face-to-Face

MS Environmental Science

UP Visayas (Tacloban College)

Aug 26, 2020/via Zoom

PhD in Health Research

University of Santo Tomas

Sep 23, 2020/via Google Meet

MS Applied Physics

De La Salle University

Sep 29, 2020/via Zoom

MS Mathematics

University of San Carlos

Oct 22, 2020/via Zoom

Visayas State University

Nov 20, 2020/via Zoom

MS Forestry
MS Tropical Ecology
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In 2020, SEI approved 167 requests of scholars for grants
under the three components of the SRSF: Dissemination
Component, Research Grant and Mentor’s Fee. (see figure 13)

Graduate Programs Evaluated for Possible
ASTHRDP Expansion

22

Dr. Armand Salvador B. Mijares, Associate Professor, Archaeological Studies Program at the
University of the Philippines Diliman, talked on “Doing Archaeological Science and the Discovery of
H. luzonensis.”; Dr. Glenn B. Gregorio, Director of the Southeast Asian Regional Center for Graduate
Study and Research in Agriculture, discussed about “Accelerating Transformation Through Agricultural
Innovation.”; and Dr. Bernadette L. Ramirez, a Scientist with the World Health Organization (WHO) in
Geneva, Switzerland, shared about the various WHO programs and how S&T figures in these through
her talk on “One Health.”

(L-R, from top) Dr. Victor B. Asio, Professor at VSU and ASTHRDP-NSC Project Leader;
Dr. Edgardo E. Tulin, President of VSU; Engr. Albert O. Mariño, Deputy Director of SEI;
Dr. Anthony S. Ilano, Quality Insurance Director of CTU; Dr. Olga M. Nuñeza, Professor at
MSUIIT; and Dr. Juan M. Pulhin, Professor at UPLB discussing during the online evaluation
of the MS Tropical Ecology and MS Forestry programs of VSU held on November 20, 2020.

To give emphasis to the global call for achieving
sustainable development goals (SDG), the theme of the
2020 ASTHRDP Graduate Scholars Conference – Year 9
titled “ASTHRDP: Science, Technology, and Innovation
Towards Achieving SDGs” directed the graduate scholars’
focus on using science, technology and innovation
towards achieving the 17 goals.
More than 500 ASTHRDP scholars and their research
advisers gathered online to discuss and foster strategic
ideas, and forge collaborations geared at achieving SDGs
through their research.

In his message to the scholars, DOST Secretary
Fortunato T. De La Peña affirmed DOST’s commitment
to contribute to achieving the SDG goals through
community empowerment with its programs like the
Niche Centers in the Regions for R&D (NICER) program
and its human resource development program.
Secretary de la Peña highlighted four goals that are
relevant to the S&T community: global competitiveness;
improving the value chain particularly to help the regional
industries and other productive sectors; developing worldclass human resources; and promoting S&T in the creative
arts as a way of inclusive development.

23
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The TWG for the evaluation of the USC MS Mathematics program meet online with the USC officials,
faculty members and students to discuss the details of the said program.

The new normal “class picture” of the participants and guests led by DOST Secretary Fortunato T. De La Peña
of the 2020 ASTHRDP Graduate Scholars Conference.

Mr. Carlo Pelotenia, PhD scholar
from DLSU presenting his research
in one of the oral breakout sessions.

TABLE 3: Awardees in the Elevator Pitch Competition and Technical Poster Competition in the 2020 ASTHRDP Conference

24

Elevator Pitch Competition Best Presenter
(1) Mr. Carlo Angelo Pelotenia - PhD Physics, DLSU
(2) Ms. Harmie Luyao - PhD Chemistry, MSUIIT
(3) John Adrian Villanueva - PhD, Physics, UP Diliman

Top-Left: Open Forum with Dr. Maribel Nonato,
ASTHRDP-NSC Project Leader of UST and PhD
scholar-presenter Ms. Rhanney Gonzales from DLSU.
Bottom-Left: Dr. Renante Violanda, faculty from
USC and moderator in the Parallel Session 5
introducing the scholar-presenters.

Technical Poster Competition
Category 1: Agriculture / Fisheries/ Environmental Science

He invited the scholars to contribute to achieving the
SDG through their research and mentioned that no
contribution is small.
The morning session was highlighted with plenary talks
by experts in the region and abroad along the areas of
archaeology; agriculture, particularly in rice and crop
breeding; and health sciences.
Sixty PhD and 264 MS scholars/scholar-graduates presented
their researches in Parallel Oral Sessions and Poster Sessions,
respectively, in the afternoon session of Day 1.
The first conference website was launched and served as
the venue of the technical poster session. An instructional
video on how to access the website was provided.

Day 2 of the conference featured the Elevator Pitch
Competition. The top nine oral presenters from the
Oral Parallel Sessions gave a 3-minute pitch of their
researches in a plenary session.
Three scholar-participants were awarded as best
presenters in the Elevator Pitch Competition. The best
poster presenters in the four poster categories were also
awarded Certificates of Achievement and cash prizes.
(see Table 3)
Dr. Glenn Alea, ASTHRDP-NSC Project Leader at DLSU
and Conference Chair, closed the conference with a
synthesis of the 2-day activities and a message of thanks
to all the participants and working committees.

Category 2: Biology/ Marine Science/ Microbiology/Molecular Biology

Category 3: Mathematics/Statistics/ Physics

Category 4: Chemistry/ Natural Products/ Food Science/ Health Sciences

1st Place

Mr. Marco Polo Ibañez - MS Atmospheric Science, ADMU

2nd Place

Ms. Diana Mae Calde - MS Meteorology, UP Diliman

3rd Place

Ms. Marlyn Entuna - MS Soil Science, VSU

1st Place

Mr. Lawrence Uy
MS Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, UP Los Baños

2nd Place

Ms. Genea Nichole G. Corte - MS Biology, UST

3rd Place

Ms. Gela Myan S. Bueno
MS Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, UP Los Baños

1st Place

Mr. Rolex Teologia - MS Mathematics, MSUIIT

2nd Place

Ms. Aixeen Fontanilla - MS Applied Physics, UST

3rd Place

Mr. Kurt Irvin Rojas - MS Physics, DLSU

1st Place

Mr. John Edward Zapater
MS Agricultural Chemistry, UP Los Baños

2nd Place

Ms. Kim Marie Sisican
MS Materials Science and Engineering, UP Diliman

3rd Place

Mr. Brandon Cyril Lira - MS Chemistry, DLSU

25
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Top 9 Finalist of the Elevator Pitch Competition in order of presentation
(L-R from top) Mr. Mark Lloyd Dapar-PhD Biology at UST; Mr. John Adrian Villanueva-PhD Physics at UPD;
Ms. Mae Ann Tongol-PhD Animal Science at VSU; Mr. Khris June Callano-PhD Horticulture at UPLB;
Ms. Jane Palacio-PhD Mathematics at UPD; Mr. Carlo Angelo Pelotenia-PhD Physics at DLSU;
Ms. Sheila Demegillo-PhD Mathematics at MSUIIT; Ms. Sherryl Paz-PhD Environmental Science at UPLB;
and Ms. Harmie Luyao-PhD Chemistry at MSUIIT.

New PhD Program Under
the ERDT

ERDT Program: Thriving Online

To widen the scope of programs
and encourage more students to
avail of the ERDT scholarship, a
Technical Working Group evaluated
the PhD by Research in Agricultural
Engineering program of the
University of the Philippines Los
Baños (UPLB) per recommendation
of Dr. Arnold Elepaño, Dean of
the College of Engineering and
Agricultural Technology (CEAT)
and ERDT Project Leader at UPLB.
The evaluation process included
document review, virtual ocular
visit, and virtual interview held on
October 23 and 30, 2020.

The SEI and the Engineering Research and Development
for Technology (ERDT) Consortium pushed through
with its planned activities, functions, and processes
maximizing the use of digital and online tools and
applications as it adapted to the “new normal” brought
about by the Covid-19 Pandemic.

26

To fulfill its mandate and to enable the ERDT
applicants to meet the requirements, SEI relaxed the
submission of documents and extended the deadlines
of the application. Interested applicants emailed
their applications to the specific consortium memberuniversities they wished to enter, and the latter
evaluated the same and endorsed the list of potential
qualifiers to SEI for final evaluation and approval.
A total of 306 MS and 54 PhD qualifiers were approved
by the DOST Secretary. Before the semesters started,
these new qualifiers attended the first Virtual Orientation
on Scholarship Policies and Procedures held by their
respective university ERDT Project Staff. (see Table 4)

Based on the TWG recommendation,
the DOST Secretary approved the
inclusion of the new program among
the priority degree programs under
the ERDT effective Second Semester
of AY 2020-2021.

Announcement of the extension
of submission of applications for
all the Local Graduate Scholarship
Programs as posted in the SEI
website and official Facebook Page.

With the approval of the DOST Secretary, SEI issued
policy measures and interim guidelines, such as the
relaxation of scholarship policies, particularly on the
grade requirements and duration of scholarship; and the
provision of an additional two-month stipend to qualified
scholars with the approval of the DOST Secretary.
(see Table 5)

ERDT National Conference 2020: Bouncing
Back into the New Normal

MS

PhD
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Due to restrictions on gatherings and mobility, the ERDT
Consortium held its yearly conference virtually for the
first time. The event was live streamed on YouTube to
open the viewership to the public.

Table 5: Number of ERDT Scholars Supported in 2020
STATUS

The TWG conducting the virtual interviews with
the UPLB faculty members and students

TOTAL

New

306

54

360

Continuing

563

177

740

Graduating

125

50

175

TOTAL

994

281

1,275

The five-day online conference served as a platform
where ERDT scholars presented their researches,
exchanged information, and collaborated in the areas
of engineering, and science and technology with their
fellow scholars and research advisers.
The different track presentations recorded the following
viewership. (see Table 6)

TABLE 4: Distribution of 2020 intake by university and by degree program
UNIVERSITY

MS

Table 6: Different Track Presentations Recorded

TOTAL Per
University

PHD

ADMU

3

0

3

CLSU

36

3

39

DLSU

42

15

57

MAPUA

63

7

70

MSU IIT

28

4

32

UP DILIMAN

92

6

98

UP LOS BANOS

25

9

34

USC

17

10

27

GRAND TOTAL

306

54

360

ZOOM
PARTICIPANTS

YOUTUBE
VIEWERS

Energy Session (07 December 2020)

173

1,200

1,373

Environment & Infrastructure Session
(08 December 2020)

127

685

812

Information & Communications
Technology Session (09 December 2020)

141

449

590

Manufacturing and Machinery Session
(10 December 2020)

133

352

485

Semiconductor, Materials & Electronics
Session (11 December 2020)

124

301

425

TOTALS

698

2,987

3,685

SESSIONS

TOTAL
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New ERDT Scholars Supported

To capacitate and level up the skills of the faculty
members of the ERDT Consortium, DOST-SEI awarded
foreign PhD scholarships under the Faculty Development
Program to seven qualified faculty members in 2020.
(see Table 7)

SEI, in collaboration with the ERDT Consortium,
monitored and supported a total of 39 on-going faculty
development scholars including the new intake in 2020.
Figure 15 shows the countries where these scholars are
studying and their fields of study.

Science Education Institute • 2020 Annual Report

TABLE 7: The New Scholars Under the Faculty Development Program (Foreign Ph.D Scholarship for the Year 2020
Name of Faculty Scholar

Home University

Host University

Country

Area of Specialization

Villame, Michael S.

MSU-IIT

Hanyang University

South Korea

Mechanical Convergence
Engineering

Riza Rae A. Pineda

UPD

Nara Institute of Science and
Technology

Japan

Computer Science

Orozco, Christian R.

UPD

Thammasat University; Hokkaido
Thailand; Japan
University

Engineering Technology and Civil
Engineering

Mopon, Marlon L.

UPD

Delft University of Technology

Netherlands

Aerospace Engineering

Mercado, Jose Gabriel E.

UPD

University of Auckland

New Zealand

Mechanical Engineering

Azul, Kristian M.

UPD

University of Auckland

New Zealand

Civil Engineering

Jose, John Anthony C.

DLSU

University of Strathclyde

United Kingdom

Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering

28

Research Enrichment Program
(Sandwich Program)
In 2020, three ERDT scholars were awarded grants
under the Research Enrichment (Sandwich) Program
to do part of their research abroad, while two others
were monitored during the extension in their Sandwich
Program. (see Table 8)
The Sandwich Program is designed to enable ERDT
local graduate scholars to conduct research abroad in
areas that have yet to be developed in the consortium
member-universities or in fields of study where research
facilities are not available or inadequate in the country.
This will also help the scholars to complete their
research on time.

TABLE 8: ERDT Scholars Supported and Monitored Under the Sandwich Program in 2020
Name of Scholar

Home
University

Degree Program

Host University

Country

Title of Research/Topic/Discipline of Study

Pahunang, Rekich R.

UPD

PhD Environmental
Engineering

University of Salerno

Italy

Tubular Algal-Bacterial Photo-Bioreactor for the
Control of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) and Odour and
Production of Biomass for Energy

UPD

PhD Environmental
Engineering

University of Salerno

Italy

Treatment of Wastewater containing Emerging
Contaminants and Control of Quorum Sensing
signals by Electrochemically Enhanced Anaerobic
Membrane Bioreactor

Lapada, Catherine M.

UPD

PhD Environmental
Engineering

Universitat Rovira I
Virgili

Spain

Development of Aptamer-based Lateral Flow Assay
for Onsite Rapid Detection of Microcystin-LR in
Environmental Water

Gutierrez, Dianne B.

UPD

MS Material Science and
Engineering

The University of
Tennessee Knoxville

USA

3D Printing of Polymeric Membrane for Carbon
Capture Applications

Corpuz, Mary Vermi
Aizza M.

Torrefranca, Imelida G.

On-Going
Faculty Scholars
AUSTRALIA

HONG KONG

NEW ZEALAND

- Electrical Engineering (2)
- Materials Science and
Engineering (1)

- Chemical and
Biomolecular
Engineering (1)

- Civil Engineering (1)
- Mechanical Engineering (1)

AUSTRIA

ITALY

- Surveying and
Geoinformation (1)

- Mathematics and
Computer Science (1)

- Architectural Engineering (1)
- Mechanical Convergence
Engineering (1)

FRANCE

JAPAN

TAIWAN

- Materials Science and
Engineering (1)

- Computer Science (2)
- Electrical Engineering (1)
- Mechanical Engineering (1)

- Electrical Engineering (2)

GERMANY
- Power System
Engineering (1)

NETHERLANDS

- Engineering Technology and
Civil Engineering (1)

DOE Waste Engineering

The DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate
Scholarships via online platforms
At the start of 2020, DOST-SEI announced in its website
the availability of scholarship slots for graduate studies
abroad under the following programs:

SOUTH KOREA

THAILAND; JAPAN

USC

Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial
Australia
Research Organization
(CSIRO)

UNITED KINGDOM

USA

- Biomedical Imaging (1)
- Computer Science and Informatics (1)
- Electronics and Communcations
Engineering (1)
- Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering (1)
- Space and Climate Physics (1)
- Sustainable Energy Technology (1)

- Agricultural and Biological Engineering (2)
- Biological and Agricultural Engineering (4)
- Chemical Engineering (2)
- Civil and Environmental Engineering (2)
- Engineering (concentration in Mechanical
Engineering) (1)
- Materials Science and Engineering (1)
- Thepretoca; amd Applied Mechanics (1)

- Aerospace Engineering (1)

FIGURE 15: Distribution of On-Going Faculty Scholars per Country and Field of Study

1. DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarships in Priority
S&T Fields;
2. DOST-SEI-UAlberta S&T Graduate Scholarship
Program;
3. PhilFrance DOST Fellowship Program;
4. DOST Newton Agham Programme; and
5. Foreign Graduate Scholarship Program in Energy
Related Fields (Universiti Teknologi Petronas).

Landform Dynamics in the Tropical Islands:
Implications to Geohazards and Resource
Management

Adapting to the challenges of COVID-19, application to
the scholarship programs and submission of scholarship
application and documentary requirements were done
online. Orientation of qualified applicants for Academic
Year 2020-2021 regarding the terms and conditions of
the scholarship programs was likewise conducted via
online platforms.
In view of travel restrictions, some scholars attended
online classes under the supervision of their respective
universities. SEI provided these scholars with a monthly
living allowance based on the rate given to local S&T
graduate scholars. The stipend rate will be adjusted to
the foreign rate and their other entitlements will be
released once they report to their schools abroad.
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Strengthening the ERDT Consortium
Faculty Members

However, due to covid-19 pandemic, applications to some
programs were suspended.
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DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarships in Priority
S&T Fields
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For the year in review, SEI fully supported 57 MS and
PhD scholars. Five of these scholars attend online
classes. Table 9 shows the distribution of scholars by
the country where they are studying and by degree
program.
From 2018 to 2020, the program supported a total of
69 scholars. They enrolled in reputable universities
abroad to ensure that they receive the best advanced
education in various S&T fields.
DOST Newton Agham Programme
In collaboration with the British Council, DOST-SEI
supported 13 on-going Ph.D. scholars in science and
engineering who went to reputable institutions in the
United Kingdom (UK).
Of the 2019 intakes, only one was able to report
to the university in the UK; others remained in the
country due to travel restrictions.

From 2018 to 2020, the
program had a total of 69
recipients. The scholars
enrolled in well-reputed
universities abroad to
ensure that they receive the
best advanced education
in various S&T fields.

TABLE 9: Distribution of On-Going Faculty Scholars per
Country and Field of Study
Country

MS

PhD

MS/PhD

TOTAL

Australia

2

3

0

5

Belgium

2

2

0

4

Finland

0

1

0

1

France

5

1

0

6

Italy

1

1

0

2

Japan

1

5

0

6

Singapore

0

2

0

2

Spain

1

0

0

1

Switzerland

0

1

0

1

Taiwan

5

1

0

6

Thailand

0

2

0

2

The Netherlands

1

0

0

1

United Kingdom

3

11

0

14

USA

2

2

2

6

TOTAL

23

32

2

57

Strengthening the pool of energy experts in the country
In 2020, the DOST-SEI awarded scholarships under
the Foreign Graduate Scholarship Program in Energy
Related Fields to 13 faculty members of the Palawan
State University for the pursuance of MS and Ph.D.
in energy-related degrees at the Universiti Teknologi
Petronas in Malaysia. In addition to this, two ongoing
Ph.D. scholars, who are doing their dissertation, also
enjoyed financial support from the Institute.
Caught up in the travel bans, the new seven MS scholars
attended online classes while the six Ph.D. scholars
closely collaborated with their research advisers
virtually. Towards the end of the year, some of the latter
defended their dissertation topics via virtual meetings.
It may be mentioned that six of the new Ph.D. scholars
were also recipients of foreign scholarship for their
Master’s degrees.
Four scholar-graduates come home
The DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarship Programs
produced four graduates in 2020: one under the fully
SEI-funded foreign scholarship program and three under
the DOST-Newton Agham Ph.D. Scholarship Program.
After graduation, the scholars returned to the
Philippines to render service along their fields of
specialization for a period twice the length of time
that they enjoyed the scholarship.
The new graduates who joined the country’s pool of
experts were: (see Table 10)

TABLE 10: List of Scholar-Graduates under DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarship
Name of Scholar

Degree Program

University

DOST-SEI Foreign Graduate Scholarship in Priority S&T fields
1. ELLYN CASSEY K. CHUA

MS in Augmentative and Alternative Communication,
With Distinction

University of Dundee in Scotland, United Kingdom

2. DR. JOPETH M. RAMIS

Ph.D. Regenerative Medicine and Cellular Therapies

University of Nottingham, United Kingdom

3. DR. CHARLIE A. LAVILLA, JR.

Ph.D. in Biomedical Science

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom

4. DR. SHERDON Y. NIÑO UY

Ph.D. in Engineering

Birmingham City University, United Kingdom

5. ACE VIRGIL D. VILLARUZ\

MS in Electrical Engineering with specialization in
Microelectronics

National Taipei University, Taiwan

6. ARLAN JAMES D. RODEO

Ph.D. in Agriculture (Postharvest Biotechnology)

University of California Davis, USA

7. FELIX ALEJANDRO D. CAMAGAY

MS in Biomedical Engineering

Université Paris Descartes, Arts et Metiers Paristech,
Université Paris Sciences et Lettres, Paris, France

8. JERSON E. LAPETAJE

Ph.D. in Chemistry (Organic Chemistry)

University of St. Andrews, Scotland, United Kingdom

9. JOYCE ANN T. DE GUZMAN

Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronic Engineering

University of Manchester, United Kingdom

10. KATHRINE ANNE M. FLORES

MS in Pharmaceutical and Health Science

Josai University, Saitama, Japan

11. LORENZO R. SABUG, JR.

Ph.D. in Information Technology (System and Control)

Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy

12. MARIA DISTRESSA G. BILLACURA

Ph.D. in Chemistry (Materials Science)

Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom

13. MARIE ROSELLYNN C. ENGUITO

Ph.D. in Genetics with specialization in Molecular
Biology and Biotechnology

University of Kent, Canterbury, United Kingdom

14. MONABEL MAY A. BIRAO

Ph.D. in Pharmacy and Biomedical Science

University of Portsmouth, England, United Kingdom

15. NICOLA LOUISE T. TIMBAS

Ph.D. in Soil Science

Iowa State University of Science and Technology, USA

DOST-Newton Agham Ph.D. Scholarship Program
1. RONALD DARYLL E. GATCHALIAN

MS/Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering

Texas A&M University, USA

2. SARI ROSE S. MURCIA

PhD in Chemistry with specialization in Medicinal
Chemistry

University of Newcastle, Callaghan, Australia

3. SHERWIN L. ESCAYO

Ph.D. Materials Science and Engineering

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
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The S&T foreign graduate scholarship programs, some of
which are in collaboration with foreign universities and
other governments, aim to build the capacities of Filipino
students and enhance the use of enabling technologies
in priority research and development (R&D) areas
identified in the DOST R&D Thrusts.
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In the midst of the CoViD-19 pandemic, the Institute
remained steadfast in its efforts to strengthen the
capabilities of the science and math teachers in HEIs
in the provinces to enable them to offer quality STEM
courses to their students.
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Through digital apps, interested students and faculty
members of identified universities in the regions filed
their applications for the graduate scholarships under
the Project Science and Technology Regional Alliance
of Universities for National Development (STRAND). In
2020, the project had an intake of 139 new scholars: 119
MS and 20 PhD. On December 14, 2020, SEI conducted
the virtual Orientation on Scholarship Policies for the
Local Graduate Scholarship Qualifiers with 90 scholars in
attendance.

Strengthening antibrain drain program

TABLE 11: Breakdown of Attendees per University
University

Qualifiers
MS

PhD

Project

Project

Leader

Staff

Central Mindanao
University

25

Mindanao State
University – Marawi

30

Nueva Vizcaya State
University

7

5

Saint Louis University

14

2

1

Total

76

8

3

1

1
1

1
1
1

3

SEI supported a total of 198 MS and 31 PhD scholars
under Project STRAND in 2020. (see Table 11)
Despite connectivity issues, new STRAND
qualifiers actively participated in the
first-ever online orientation on scholarship
policies.

For years now, brain-drain and
out migration continues to be a
big challenge for the Philippines.
Notably, the openness of most
western countries, the Middle East
and even ASEAN countries in the
first tier attracts more Filipinos
to migrate causing brain-drain of
our S&T professionals. With 270
scientists per million (ideally 380
per million), it is imperative for the
DOST-SEI to make a move to ensure
a steady and adequate supply – if
not more – of S&T professionals for
the country.

TABLE 12: Distribution of CIP Researchers by Research Institutions in 2020
Research Institutions

MS

PHD

TOTAL

CLSU

5

0

5

CSU

1

0

1

DENR

1

0

1

DLSU

1

0

1

DOST NCR

2

0

2

DOST Regional Office No. 1

2

0

2

DOST Regional Office No. 4A

1

0

1

DOST Regional Office No. 6

1

0

1

DOST Regional Office No. 7

1

0

1

DOST Regional Office No. 8

3

0

3

Since its implementation in 2015,
the Career Incentive Program
(CIP) for S&T Graduate-Scholars
has employed hundreds of highlyskilled and competent S&T
professionals who are products
of the various DOST-SEI Graduate
Scholarship Programs. In 2020,
SEI deployed a total of 160 CIP
Researchers to different DOST
research institutions, other
government research institutions,
university research facilities where
they contributed their knowledge
and expertise. (see Table 12)

DOST Regional Office No. 11

4

0

4

FNRI

9

0

9

FPRDI

1

0

1

ITDI

11

0

11

MSU-IIT

4

0

4

NRCP

0

1

1

PAGASA

1

0

1

PASU

1

0

1

PCAARRD

2

0

2

PGC MINDANAO

1

0

1

PNRI

11

0

11

The CIP provides training
opportunities through actual
involvement in research
and development and other
technological services and thus,
creates a pool of trained S&T
personnel.

PTRI

0

1

1

RITM

6

0

6

SAN LAZARO HOSPITAL

0

1

1

SLMC

0

1

1

UPD

26

4

30

UPLB

42

1

43

UPM

2

3

5

UPV

1

0

1

UNIV. OF SAN AGUSTIN

2

1

3

UST

1

0

1

USTSP

1

0

1

VSU

3

0

3

147

13

160

TOTAL
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Continuing support for regional
universities through Project
STRAND

Mr. Paul
Raymund J.
Yap,

CIP researchers as
CoVid -19 pandemic
frontliners
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who joined the CIP in August 2019,
was involved in three projects
under the RITM. His first project
was evaluation of different brands
of rapid test kits from Japan, China,
and Korea.

The year 2020 would probably be
remembered as the most challenging
year of the early 21st century.
While the pandemic halted several
S&T research works of the CIP
Researchers, they were nevertheless
grateful for the opportunity the
program has given them knowing
that they have contributed directly in
the battle against the pandemic and
found themselves in the forefront of
the effort.

“Since rabies is detected from brain
samples, I used the banked brain
samples of the Veterinary Research
Department to determine the
efficacy of the kits, comparing it to
the results of the Direct Fluorescent
Antibody Test,” Mr. Yap shared of his
involvement.

Ms. Jewel
De Padua
MS in Microbiology graduate from
the University of Santo Tomas and
ASTHRDP scholar, was deployed to
the Research Institute for Tropical
Medicine (RITM) as Senior Science
Research Specialist. As such,
she was one of the frontliners
who responded to the call of the
pandemic. Ms. Padua shared her
story:
“We all know that 2020 was never
easy for everyone and especially for
us who are involved in the testing
of COVID-19. RITM served as one
of the leading facilities to address
the nationwide health problem
our country is facing today. Due
to numerous samples that were
being sent to RITM, the institute
decided to pull out staff from various
departments to help in different
tasks related to COVID-19. Aside from
being a CIP Researcher working on
my assigned projects, I also assumed
the role of Public Health Worker
(PHW) under the RITM. During the
ECQ, we still continued to physically
report for work despite the difficulty
in commuting and the possibility
of contracting the virus from our
commute or in our workplace.”

Ms. De Padua loads samples of Agarose Gel Electrophoresis (AGE), a molecular technique
she does as part of her research on “Evaluation of Rabies Antigen Detection Kit for Rabies
Diagnosis in the Philippines.”

“I am grateful that during this
pandemic, I was able to help our
country by being one of the CIP
researchers in RITM. The RITM was
really in need of skilled scientists/
researchers during this crisis and
this was a milestone for me, to be of
help to the Filipino people especially
during the crisis. The CIP researchers
from RITM were also very grateful
to the DOST-SEI for not leaving us
behind by providing our necessary
hazard pay and special risk allowance
when we requested it. We were really
fortunate enough because we were
able to carry out our duties and
responsibilities despite the pandemic
because we had a continuous source
of income and we were deeply
beholden to the DOST-SEI,”
Ms. Padua added.

“I am grateful that
during this pandemic,
I was able to help
our country by
being one of the CIP
researchers in RITM.”

“The second project I worked on
was the occurrence of Schistosoma
japonicum on animal and human
stool samples collected from Gonzaga,
Cagayan. When the first case of
schistosomiasis was identified in
Gonzaga, RITM closely monitored the
presence and spread of this parasite
throughout the whole municipality.
The last project I am involved in,
is the production of polyclonal
antibodies for rabies diagnosis
which aims to produce a new source
of rabies antibodies that can be
distributed to far-flung places of the
Philippines.” Mr. Yap added.
In 2020, though, most of Mr. Yap’s
project works were halted due to
the pandemic. At its onset, the
RITM became the busiest research
institution in the country as it has
the only molecular laboratory
recognized by the World Health
Organization as capable of doing
CoViD-19 testing. Accordingly,
Mr. Yap was assigned to do
augmentation work.
“I was assigned as one of the data
encoders and verifiers for the
Molecular Biology Laboratory. We
recorded personal information of
those who have undergone the
RT-PCR swab test as well as the result
of the test in the RITM Database,”
Mr. Yap narrated.
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Mr. Yap is now back at the RITM laboratory and works on preparing recombinant cells for
protein extraction as part of his study on production of polyclonal antibodies for rabies
diagnosis.

Moreover, through the program, the
CIP Researchers had the privilege
to work with top scientists in
the country and gained valuable
knowledge and research techniques.
Mr. Yap had this to say:
“I am thankful for the program
because I was able to continue doing
research despite these challenging
times. It is difficult to apply for a
research position in the middle of
the pandemic since most of the
universities and institutions were
closed. Thankfully, through the
program, I was accepted into RITM
where I got to work with the top
health scientists here in the country
and exposed to different laboratory
equipment and techniques.”

“I am thankful for the
program because I
was able to continue
doing research
despite these
challenging times.”
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Despite the overwhelming impact
of the CoViD-19 pandemic, the CIP
Researchers continuously delivered
quality outputs. Some worked in
CoVid-19 related projects.

II. Foreign Graduate Scholarship

In 2020, the DOST-HRDP supported a total of five
scholars under its Foreign Scholarship component. The
two MS and three PhD scholars were enrolled in notable
universities in Bulgaria, Japan and Thailand. The Foreign
Graduate Scholarship is granted to selected DOST
employees subject to the availability of counterpartfunding from external sources and the requirements of
the DOST and the sponsoring agency. (see Table 15,16)
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In 2020, the SEI, in collaboration with the DOST HRDP
Committee, implemented the DOST Human Resource
Development Program (HRDP) – Degree Component.
It included Local Scholarships, Foreign Scholarships,
Incentives for Self-financed Graduates, Bar Review Grant,
Sandwich Program, and Student Research Support Fund.
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Two MS scholars under the Foreign Scholarship
completed their degrees in 2020.

After an increasing trend in the number of scholars
supported by the DOST-HRDP in the past years, the number
of scholars in 2020 significantly dropped. (see Figure 16)
Moreover, a number of scholars were expected to
complete their degrees in 2020 but were affected by the
COVID19 pandemic.

TABLE 14: Scholar Graduates (Local Scholarship)
Degree

Female

Male

Total

MS

4

2

6

PhD

1

3

4

Total

5

5

10

I. Local Scholarships
After a thorough review of the documents submitted
by the applicants, and the conduct of interview, the
DOST-HRDP Committee approved the scholarship
applications of 25 DOST employees from four research
and development institutes, one sectoral council,
two service institutes, and five regional offices. Out
of the 25 new local HRDP scholars 14 were Male (12
Master’s and 2 PhD) and 11 were Female (8 Master’s
and 3 PhD). (see Table 13, 14)
In 2020, 10 DOST-HRDP scholars completed their
degrees, i.e., 6 MS graduates and 4 PhD graduates.

TABLE 15: Distribution of DOST-HRDP Foreign Scholars by Agency
No.

Agency

1.

No. of Scholars

1

No. of Scholars

TOTAL

AGENCY

1

Number of Scholars

TOTAL

M/MA/MS

D/PhD

DOST-CO

2

-

2

2

ASTI

1

-

1

3

FNRI

1

2

3

4

FPRDI

2

1

3

5

ITDI

7

3

10

6

MIRDC

1

1

2

7

PNRI

4

2

6

8

PCAARRD

8

5

13

9

PCHRD

1

-

1

10

PAGASA

1

-

1

11

PSHS-MAIN

3

-

3

12

PSHS-CVC

-

1

1

13

PSHS-EVC

-

1

1

D/PhD

DOST REGION IV-B

1*

-

1

14

PSHS-WVC

1

2

3

2.

ITDI

-

1*

1

15

PSHS-CMC

-

1

1

3.

PNRI

1

-

1

16

PSHS-CRC

5

-

5

4.

PAGASA

-

1

1

17

STII

-

1

1

5.

PCAARRD

-

1

1

18

SEI

1

-

1

2

3

5

19

TAPI

1

-

1

* New Scholars

20

NAST

2

-

2

21

NRCP

-

1

1

22

DOST-NCR

3

1

4

23

DOST II

1

-

1

TABLE 13: Distribution of New DOST-HRDP Scholars by Agency
AGENCY

NO.

M/MA/MS

Total

NO.

Total

TABLE 17: Distribution of On-Going DOST-HRDP Scholars by Agency

TABLE 16: Number of Graduates Under the Foreign Scholarship
Component by Sex

M/MA/MS

D/PhD

ITDI

4

1

5

Degree

Female

Male

Total

24

DOST III

2

-

2

2

PNRI

1

1

2

MS

1

1

2

25

DOST IV-B (MIMAROPA)

-

1

1

3

PCAARRD

5

1

6

PhD

-

-

-

26

DOST V

1

-

1

4

FPRDI

2

-

2

Total

1

1

2

27

DOST VI

2

2

4

5

PAGASA

1

-

1

28

DOST VII

2

1

3

29

DOST VIII

4

3

7

30

DOST IX

1

-

1

31

DOST X

2

-

2

32

DOST XI

-

1

1

33

DOST XII

2

-

2

34

DOST CARAGA

-

3

3

61

33

94

6

PSHS-WVC

1

-

1

7

ASTI

1

-

1

8

DOST-NCR

-

1

1

9

DOST V

1

-

1

10

DOST VII

1

-

1

11

DOST VIII

2

1

3

12

DOST X

1

-

1

20

5

25

TOTAL

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

150
124

170

159

128

TOTAL
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Number of Scholars

FIGURE 16: Number of DOST-HRDP Scholars
Supported: 2016-2020
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Drop in the number of DOSTHRDP Scholars during COVID-19

HORYU-IV CAM Mission Functional
Testing at Satellite Venture Business
Laboratory (SVBL, Kyutech)

38

Mr. Angel T. Basbasan, Jr.,
PhD scholar in Packaging
Technology at Kasetsart
University, Thailand, working
on a laboratory problem with
his classmates.

39
Mr. Dane Archibald G. Balanon
an MS scholar in Packaging
Technology at the Kasetsart
University, Thailand, during the
oral defense of his thesis topic.

HORYU-IV Integration Testing at
Clean Room, Satellite Venture
Business Laboratory (SVBL,
Kyutech) with Dmytro Faizullin,
Ph.D. (Ukraine)
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HORYU-IV Environment Testing at
Center for Nanosatellite Testing (CeNT,
Kyutech) with Benjamin Bonsu, Ph.D.
(Ghana)

4th Pre-Mission Idea Contest Workshop, 4 July 2015, University of Tokyo, Japan
"Low-Cost Communication Satellite Network for Equatorial Remote Areas"
Presented by Bendoukha Sidi Ahmed, Ph.D. (Algeria) and Adelaida C. Duran (Philippines)
Kyutech, Japan
Ms. Adelaida C. Duran (first from right), who is pursuing Space Engineering International Course
(SEIC) leading to Doctorate Degree in Engineering at the Kyushu Institute of Technology (KIT),
Fukuoka, Japan, during a paper presentation

Seven DOST employees were given Certificate of
Merit plus cash incentives for obtaining advanced
degrees in 2020 as self-financed students. The
cash incentives ranged from P60,000 to P120,000
for Doctorate graduates and P40,000 to 80,000 for
graduates with Master’s degrees. (see Table 18)

IV. Thesis/Dissertation Grant		

A. Research Grant
Two HRDP scholars whose budget requirement to
complete their thesis/dissertation research exceeded
the thesis/dissertation allowance availed of the
additional funding support under the SRSF, i. e., Mr.
Jason P. Rogelio of MIRDC pursuing PhD in Electronics
and Communications Engineering at the DLSU for the
conduct of his dissertation entitled, “Development
of X-Ray Film Handler with Automatic Alignment to
the Non-Cooperative Object Using Visual Servoing
and Computational Intelligence for Semi Autonomous
Robotic System” and Mr. Paul Eric C. Maglalang of ITDI
pursuing MS in Materials Science and Engineering
at the Mapua University for the conduct of his thesis
entitled, “Development of Polylactic Acid (PLA) Coco
Coir Composite Filament for 3D Printing”.
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The DOST-HRDP provided Thesis Grant to Ms. Lynne
Jerisa V. Alfeche, a Science Research Analyst of the
Industrial Technology Development Institute and Master
of Science in Chemistry student at the Mapua University,
for the conduct of her research entitled "Microplastics
Profiling of Sediments from Selected Manila Bay Areas."

V. Student Research Support Fund (SRSF)

1.

Charmaigne D. Aguirre

PSHS-Western Visayas
Campus

Master of Arts in Education major in Mathematics

West Visayas State University

2.

Maria Ana A. Espiritu

DOST III

Master of Science in Environmental Management

Central Luzon State University

3.

Ruby Felicia M. Manongdo

DOST XI

Master of Science in Development Administration

University of Southeastern Philippines
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4.

Mary Jane B. Suarez

PSHS-Central Luzon
Campus

Master of Arts in English Language and Literature
Teaching

Holy Angel University

5.

Jacus S. Nacis

FNRI

Master in Business Administration - Health

Ateneo de Manila University

6.

John Raymond R. Pingol

PSHS-Main Campus

Master of Arts (Physics)

UP Diliman

7.

Maria Carmela Paula P. Blazer

PSHS-Western Visayas
campus

Doctor of Philosophy in Instructional Leadership
major in English

Iloilo State College of Fisheries

TESTIMONIALS
“DOST-SEI has been instrumental in my journey
as a graduate student. The scholarship awarded
to me has been a great privilege. I consider myself
fortunate to be supported by an institution that
gives us opportunities to progress our academic
career and allows us to grow as a scientific
community in the Philippines. The people behind
the DOST-HRDP scholarship program were a
great support, and not just in terms of financial
assistance. They were courteous and considerate,
a true pillar through the hardships of graduate
school. I will always be thankful for the chance
and I hope to repay this generosity as I carry out
my service to the country.”

TABLE 18: List of Grantees under the Incentives Program for Self-Financed DOST Employees
No.

Name

Agency

Degree

University

B. Dissemination Grant
Ms. Maria Feliciana Benita M. Eloreta of the
Philippine Science High School- Bicol Region Campus,
was awarded the Dissemination Grant which enabled
her to present her paper, “Edge Effect of Forest
Fragmentation to the Diversity of Myxomycetes in Mt.
Isarog National Park, Camarines Sur, Philippines” at
the 10th International Congress on Systematics and
Ecology of Myxomycetes (ICSEM 10) in Costa Rica on
February 25-28, 2020.

Ms. Maria Feliciana Benita M. Eloreta
presenting her paper in the ICSEM-10.

On the other hand, Mr. Ronaldo P. Parreño, Jr., a
Senior Science Research Specialist of the Industrial
Technology Development Institute, obtained funding
for the publication of his paper, “Development and
Design of Electrospun Proton-Conducting Membrane
for Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)” in
the Royal Society of Chemical (RSC) Advance Journal,
which was printed in April 2020.

BIN JEREMIAH D. BARBA
Master of Science in Chemistry
De La Salle University
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“I am very grateful and honored to be one of the
recipients of the DOST-SEI under the DOST-HRDP
Scholarship Program. I would not have the same
access to an amazing education that provides
great opportunities for learning and growth like
the Asian Institute of Technology if it were not
for the generosity of the management and the
proactive support of HRDP staff. AIT gave me a
fun learning experience. Now I am back in my
home institution---DOST-PCAARRD, with my MS
degree, ready to give back and provide service
to the country. Cliche as it sounds, words cannot
explain the wonderful experience I had in AIT and
its host country, Thailand.”

ANALIZA C. DIAZ

Master of Science in Climate Change and
Sustainable Development
Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), Thailand
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III. Incentives for Self-financed DOST
Employees

TABLE 20: List of Local MS Scholar-Graduates by Degree Program and School

SEI-PCARI Scholarships Project

6%

7%

20%
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Three new local MS scholars were awarded in 2020 to
join the 37 ongoing scholars. The orientation of the
qualifiers and contract signing were done virtually.
(see Table 19)
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67%

The 37 ongoing local MS scholars are enrolled in UP
Diliman, UP Los Banos, De La Salle University and Mapua
University. (see Figure 18)
Eleven local MS scholars completed their degrees
in 2020. Some of these scholars attended courses
and worked at the UCLA Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, UCB Swarm Laboratory and Research Center,
and the Berkeley Mobile Sensing Lab during their
Sandwich Program. Upon return to the country, they
finished their experiments and papers and successfully
defended their theses virtually. (see Table 20)

Local MS (On-going)

Foreign (PhD)

Local MS (Graduated)

Local MS (New)

Name of Scholars

Degree Program

School

Keziah B. Bartilad

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

Paul Eugene Delfin C. Bundoc

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

Virgil Christian G. Castillo

MS in Chemistry

Ateneo de Manila University

Denniell Ann J. Hurboda

MS in Chemistry

Ateneo de Manila University

Ryan Albert G. Antonio

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

Nicco Louis S. Nocon

MS Computer Science

De La Salle University

Roy O. Dahildahil

MS Health Informatics

UP Manila

Alexis Czezar C. Torreno

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

Don Ashley O. Malabana

MS in Biology

UP Diliman

Jean Marriz M. Manzano

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

Keith Anshilo L. Diaz

MS in Civil Engineering

Mapua University

FIGURE 17: Percentage of Scholars by Degree
Program, Local and Foreign

TABLE 19: List of New PCARI Local MS Scholars by Degree, School and PCARI Project Affiliation
Program

Name

Degree

School

PCARI Research Project

MS in Electrical Engineering

UP Diliman

IIID 2017 – 22 Vibrational Energy Harvesters for Resilient
Sensor Nodes (VERSE)

1. Phoebe Laine C. Panis
Local MS

2. Maria Sophia C. Ralota
3. Christian Haven M. Cabuso
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32

30

DJ Darwin R. Bandoy, DVM a PhD scholar at University of California
Davis doing his laboratory experiment for his dissertation titled
"Epidemiological Inference from pathogen genome data".

25
20
15

Four scholars continued in their PhD
programs at the Berkeley, Merced
and Davis campuses of UCLA.
(see Table 21)

10
5
0

43

2

2

UP Diliman UP Los Baños De La Salle University

1
Mapua University

Number of Scholars

FIGURE 18: Distribution of PCARI On-Going Local
MS Scholars by School, 2020

UCLA-based PhD scholars welcome the
newly arrived local MS scholars who will
do their Sandwich Program at the Berkeley
Mobile Sensing Lab.

The SEI-PCARI Implementation
Unit, in collaboration with the
Commission on Higher EducationPCARI, continues to provide support
and technical assistance to its
scholars in order to develop a critical
mass of scientist, technologists
and innovators with the capacity to
generate and translate technologies
into innovations that will address
societal problems.

Marc Francis M. Labata, a PhD scholar at the
University of California Merced (right) poses with
other participants of the Electrochemical Society
International Conference in Dallas, Texas, USA.

TABLE 21: List of PCARI On-Going PhD Scholars at the UCLA
Name

Degree

UCLA Campus

Marc Francis M. Labata

PhD in Environmental Systems

Merced

DJ Darwin R. Bandoy

PhD in Integrative Pathobiology

Davis

Alben Rome B. Bagabaldo

PhD in Civil and Environmental
Engineering

Berkeley

Joy N. Carpio

PhD in Civil and Environmental
Engineering

Berkeley
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Notwithstanding the challenges of the pandemic period,
a total of 51 local MS and PhD scholars and four PhD
scholars at University of California (UCLA) in the United
States were supported under the Philippine California
Advanced Research Institutes (PCARI) program in 2020.
(see Figure 17)
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To continuously help in rebuilding and rehabilitating
Marawi’s social infrastructure, the Institute awarded
scholarship grants to the first batch of scholars under
the DOST-SEI Bangon Marawi Program in Science and
Technology Human Resource Development (STHRD) in
the Second Semester AY 2017-2018. The second batch
were awarded scholarships in the First Semester AY
2019-2020.
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The primary goal of the program is to provide
scholarship grants in the BS, MS and Ph.D degrees for
students who were immediate members of the families
who were affected by the armed conflict including
those who were displaced from their communities in
Marawi because of the siege in 2017. The program seeks
to inculcate to the beneficiaries the love of country,
strengthen their Filipino identity and citizenry, and
deepen their trust and confidence in the Philippine
government. Through The Filipino Patriot Scholars
Project, the scholars were also involved in activities
which aim to inculcate nationalism and patriotism
among scholars.

Learning Resource Center
(LRC) at MSU-Main Campus

They attended webinars in 2020 titled, "Science Scholars
Volunteerism: The New Normal in Responsive Citizenry",
and "Deepening Civic Leadership and Humanitarianism
Among Patriot Scholars Through Sectoral Initiatives".
Table 22 below shows the total number of scholars, and
those who graduated and completed their degrees with
academic honors from Second Semester AY 2017-2018 to
First Semester AY 2020-2021.

TABLE 22: Number of Scholars Supported for
Bangon-Marawi Program
Level

Number of Scholars

Graduated

BS

436

179*

MS

47

8

Ph.D

13

-

TOTAL

496

187

* Magna cum laude and 11 cum laude
Despite the struggles and hardships brought about
by the siege and the COVID-19 pandemic, some of the
scholar-graduates in the BS level finished their degrees
with flying colors. The program is being managed by the
Project Director at MSU-Main Campus, Marawi City and
Project Coordinator at MSU-IIT, Iligan City. Moreover,
Working Committees were also created to oversee the
implementation, formulation of policies and conduct of
intervention programs for the scholars.
The COVID-19 pandemic did not halt the operation of
the Learning Resource Center (LRC), which serves as the
venue for research and other academic activities. It was
used by the scholars, faculty and staff for completing
their course requirements and for attending webinars and
conferences while they were stranded in the campus.

Support to the ASEAN STI
through Scholarships for CLM
Researchers

The new and ongoing scholars have attended online
classes from Midyear Term 2020 to First Semester AY
2020-2021. In order to be with their families, almost
all the ongoing scholars went back to their respective
countries while attending their classes and conducting
data gathering for their thesis/dissertation. The shift to
online mode enabled them to continue with their studies at
home with minimal cost. Some of the challenges that they
faced include difficulty in communicating with classmates
for group discussions and professors for understanding
lessons and consultations, unstable electricity and internet
connection, anxiety and depression.

The Scholarship Offerings for ASEAN Researchers in
Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar (CLM) aims to promote
human resource development in engineering and
sciences for sustainable socio-economic development of
the ASEAN region, particularly in these countries.
To further strengthen its support to the ASEAN STI
Partnership Contributions and capacitate the human
resources of CLM, DOST Secretary Fortunato de la Peña
pledged additional 24 scholarship slots to CLM, i.e. eight
annually from 2019 to 2021, during the IAMMST-10 on
October 19, 2018 in Cebu City. There have already been
three batches of scholars since its implementation.

Three scholars (one from Cambodia and two from
Myanmar) from batch one finished their MS degrees in
2020. The scholars of batch one (14 MS, 4 Ph.D) and
batch two (seven MS and one Ph.D) are expected to
graduate within AY 2020-2021. For 2020, there are 34
scholars for the three batches. (see Table 23)

Before the worldwide lockdown, the SEI team went
to CLM to interview scholarship applicants on March
8-14, 2020 to select qualifiers for batches three and
four, which was consequently approved by Secretary
de la Peña on July 6, 2020. Despite the pandemic, the
scholars managed to avail of their scholarship. A virtual
orientation on scholarship policies was done to new
scholars on September 9, 2020. The four MS and four
Ph.D qualifiers for batch three have enrolled in identified
Philippine universities on First Semester/Term AY 20202021. In consideration of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
batch four (five MS and four Ph.D) were allowed to avail
their scholarship in AY 2021-2022.

A meet-and-greet event, dubbed Get-together of DOST,
Partner-Universities and Scholars, was held on January 22,
2020 at the DOST-SEI. Some of the highlights of the activity
include messages from the DOST officials, individual
messages, and academic reports of scholars. Secretary
de la Peña emphasized in his speech that R&D remains
critical to national growth for it allows the country to truly
innovate. The scholars expressed their gratitude for the
scholarship opportunity extended to them by the Philippine
government. They always look forward to the yearly
gathering as an avenue to meet their co-scholars, DOST
officials and staff, and partner-universities; and exchange
innovative ideas and insights.

TABLE 23: Breakdown of CLM Scholars by Country, University and Degree
UNIVERSITY
COUNTRY

Scholars’ Orientation on Scholarship Policies and Contract
Signing with their parents or guardians on October 16, 2019
at the MSU-Main Campus, Marawi City

DLSU-Manila

UP-Diliman

UP-Los Baños

UP-Manila

TOTAL BY
COUNTRY

MS

Ph.D

MS

Ph.D

MS

Ph.D

MS

Ph.D

Cambodia

4

-

4

-

-

-

4

-

12

Lao PDR

2

3

-

-

1

-

-

-

6

Myanmar

1

2

-

-

6

5

2

-

16

TOTAL

7

5

4

-

7

5

6

-

34

To further strengthen DOST-SEIʼs support to the ASEAN
STI Partnership Contributions and capacitate the human
resources of CLM, DOST Secretary Fortunato de la Peña
pledged additional 24 scholarship slots to CLM.
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Bangon Marawi Program
Sustained

Science Scholars:
From Volunteers to
Civic Leaders

The Filipino Patriot Scholars Project,
toward this end, conducts values
and skills formation programs for
scholars nationwide. It aims to
foster patriotism and nationalism,
and instill in them the core
values of professional excellence,
social responsibility, and servant
leadership. The activities encourage
the scholars to use their S&T skills
for inclusive national development.

Get-together of DOST,
Partner-Universities and
Scholars

46
Orientation on
Scholarship Policies

From 2017 to 2020, the number of
beneficiaries increased by 365.40%,
covering a total of 11,798 scholars.
For 2020, a total of 4,412 scholars
were served -- a 23% increase from
the 3,580 target participants in
2019–through the support of the
Regional Coordinators, Project Staff,
and partner universities.
For the year in review, the 2-Day
Scholars’ Formation Program
and Community-Based Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management
Training were conducted in
Tuguegarao City, Cebu City, and
Butuan City, with a total of 675
scholar-participants.
While the nationwide community
quarantine affected the usual
conduct of patriot activities, the
new normal fueled the team to
develop strategies and implement
innovations to continue inculcating
patriotism and nationalism among
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The Institute is committed not just
to provide STEM scholarships, but
also help mold the character of the
scholars, and identity as a patriot, a
leader, and a Filipino.
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In April 2020, the Institute started
tracking scholars engaged in
volunteer works in different regions
of the country. As of July, a total of
1,066 scholar-volunteers provided
administrative support to Local
Government Units, volunteered
in relief operations, took part in
the production of alcohol and
other essentials, and assisted to
ensure community safety. A group
of teacher-scholars initiated a
campaign called #FeedPHBabies.
DOST-SEI scholars who are experts
in their respective STEM fields
played crucial roles as frontliners
and healthcare innovators. Others
worked in laboratories testing DNA
samples and developed predictive
models for COVID-19 infection.
Their immediate and spontaneous
volunteerism inspired the Institute
to amplify its intervention programs
for the scholars by conceptualizing
a webinar series entitled, “Science
Scholar Volunteerism: The New
Normal in Responsive Citizenry”.
From June to August, the webinars
featured a total of 2,205 scholars
who shared their COVID-related
volunteering activities.
Another webinar series dubbed,
“Deepening Civic Leadership and
Humanitarianism Among Patriot
Scholars Through Sectoral Initiatives”
was slated from October to
November 2020. The activity aimed
to expand and sustain the gains
of volunteerism particularly in
the education, health, livelihood,
agriculture, public service, and
environment sectors. A total of
1,532 undergraduate and graduate
scholars - under the Capacity
Building Program for Science and
Mathematics Education (CBPSME)
– showcased their volunteering
activities in each sector.

The Patriot Project in the New Normal

3,737

Total Number of Participants

2,205
Participants

Science Scholar Volunteerism

The New Normal in Responsive Citizenry

1,532
Participants

Deepening Civic Leadership and
Humanitarianism Among Patriot
Scholars
Through Sectoral Initiatives

The Patriot Magazine

4,000
Copies Distributed

One of the initiatives presented was a collaborative
project of CBPSME scholars from 16 consortium
universities (i.e., AdMU, BU, CLSU, CNU, DLSU, LNU,
MMSU, MSU-IIT, MSU-Marawi, PNU, SMU, UPCEd, UPOU,
USC, WMSU, and WVSU). The action plan, “Ikaw, Ako, Tayo
Magtutulungan: Sa New Normal Walang Iwanan,” aims
to help teachers plan for their students’ learning and
development.
Consequently, the project produced The Patriot Magazine
featuring the development of science scholars as
emerging civic leaders and responsible citizens of the
country. It also highlights the volunteering initiatives
of the scholars amid the coronavirus pandemic. With
the theme, “DOST-SEI Scholars Caring for the Nation,”
the first issue was released in October 2020 with 4,000
copies disseminated to its stakeholders.
For the overall conduct of activities, the participants
gave positive feedback on the project’s critical role
in imbuing in its beneficiaries a deeper sense of
patriotism and developing a mindset and character of a
humanitarian and civic leader.
The project will continue to develop intervention
programs and projects to optimize the full potential
of scholars to ensure that the Philippine government’s
investments in S&T human resource capacity building
will be translated to inclusive national development.

Applicants for S&T Specialist
Eligibility Evaluated
In 2020, despite the pandemic, the Science Education
Institute as the implementing agency of the Presidential
Decree (PD) No.997, continued to accept, evaluate and
process applications coming from the various parts of
the country. Out of 62 applications received, 26 were
approved and endorsed by the DOST Secretary to the Civil
Service Commission (CSC) for the grant of Eligibility as
S&T Specialists. (See Table 24)
The PD No. 997 is a law conferring civil service eligibility on
scientific and technological specialists on the bases of their
qualifications and the requirements of public service. It is
designed to encourage more S&T professionals to get into
public service and contribute to research and innovation in
the country.
The applicants were evaluated by the Technical Working
Group and the Presidential Committee on the bases
of their qualifications and the requirements of public
service, as provided by the Law.

TABLE 24: Number of Qualified Applicants by S&T Fields:
PD No. 997, 2020
Bases for Qualification

Sex
Male

Total

Female

Doctorate Degree
PhD Information Technology

1

1

Master’s Degree
MS Biology

2

1

3

MS Microbiology

2

1

3

MS Physics

2

MS Information Technology

4

MS Computer Engineering

1

MS Geology
Teaching Experience

3

Research Experience

1

TOTAL

15

2
4

8
1

1

1

3

6
1

11

26
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the science scholars. To effectively
deliver its services, the Patriot
Project maximized the power of
technology through social media
platforms to reach more scholars.

Harnessing
Innovation
to Enhance
Services

2

Disasters can serve as laboratories to
create an environment conducive to
innovation, creativity and experimentation.
While the pandemic brought with it
extraordinary difficulties, it also set the
stage for us at SEI to demonstrate our
resiliency, agility, foresight, and ability
to adapt to the needs of the times. It
also renewed the call to bring science,
technology and innovation closer to
productive sectors, with the view of
supporting economic recovery in the new
normal.
Within this section are endeavors illustrating how we applied
innovation to reach our objectives and goals amid enormous
challenges, and enabled us to continue improving and
widening the Filipino people’s access to our services.
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Sec tion

52

In 2020, despite the covid-19 pandemic, the Science
Explorer project continued to bring science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) closer to the
youth through novel alternative learning methods
and platforms. Its STEM modules were converted into
radio and video episodes, which were widely available
for elementary and high school students. Dubbed
“RadyoEskwela” and “TuklaSiyensya,” the sub-series
leveraged the strengths of radio and online platforms to
communicate science and spread STEM awareness to the
youth and the general public.
RadyoEskwela produced 20 radio episodes, while
Tuklasiyensya filmed 15 video episodes, in collaboration
with a team of Science Explorer and Nulab facilitators
and DOST scholar-graduates, and a new team of
creatives and a production crew. RadyoEskwela started
airing weekly in October 2020 via Radyo Henyo, a
weekly S&T program of DZRH-MBC. Meanwhile, the
TuklaSiyensya series was also uploaded on a weekly
basis to the Facebook page of Nulab: STEM in Motion
and garnered growing reach mostly among student and
teacher followers of the said page.

Through a partnership between the DepEd and the
DOST, the radio and video episodes were also endorsed
for use as standalone STEM learning resources for K-12
students. Teaching guides for each episode, aligned
with the DepEd’s Most Essential Learning Competencies
(MELCS), were also developed for use by teachers and
parents for at-home learning of students. The said
teaching guides will be published as a catalogue, for
turnover to DepEd and DOST regional offices.
RadyoEskwela episodes produced:
1. Mikrobyo
2. Lutang
3. Insekto
4. Carbon Footprint
5. Water
6. Karagatan
7. Day and Night
8. How sound travels
9. Secret senses of plants
10. Basic Genetics (how do we get our traits?)
11. Fractions
12. Long or short (mathematics, grade 1-2)
13. Science of smell
14. Food bacteria
15. Gravity
16. Soap
17. Acidity
18. States of matter
19. Biodiversity
20. Thunderstorm

TuklaSiyensya episodes produced:
1. Epidemics Modeling
2. Logic for Teenagers
3. Common Errors in
High school Algebra
4. Natural Selection
5. Levels of Biodiversity
6. Hydrologic Cycle
7. Rivers and Watershed
8. Environmental Monitoring
9. Nuclear Science
10. Electromagnetic Waves
11. Aerospace Science
12. Stoichiometry
13. Chemical Bonding
14. Oceanography
15. Climate Change

An episode about Natural Evolution developed
by an award winning professor and scientist,
Dr. Aimee Lynn Dupo of UP Los Banos,
explained how animals evolve and develop
perfectly suited in their environment. This
episode reached 15,244 viewers.
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An episode about water and its importance to our daily lives
was highlighted in this episode developed by our own DOSTScholar graduate in his BS and MS studies, Mr. Jose Mari Lit.
This episode reached around 30,000 viewers.
DOST-SEI aims to share these developing episodes to the
general public especially to our teachers as STEM learning
resources to their lesson plans. These episodes are currently
uploaded on the DOST-SEI website for free access and
download.

Tuklasiyensya first episode was aired last
October 26, 2020 via the nuLab facebook page
with a total reach of 19,000.
This episode features our very own Filipino
Applied Mathematician, Dr. Jomar Rabajante and
explained how a disease turns into a pandemic
and how to provide scientific recommendation
for possible mitigation through mathematical
modeling.
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RadyoEskwela and TuklaSiyensya:
An alternative learning delivery for
STEM promotion

Despite developing these new and alternative STEM
modules, the project continued to maintain and upgrade
the Science Explorer bus in preparation for post-pandemic
use. The bus is now equipped with a new audio system,
additional lighting, improved storage spaces, and a new
body-wrap design to better serve young students when
the situation goes back to normal

Science Education Institute • 2020 Annual Report

Meanwhile, the NuLab bus has been well-maintained,
serving as a backdrop and handle for Tuklasiyensya episodes.

Pitching Innovative Ideas
in the 4th imake.wemake: create.
innovate. collaborate
Despite the global pandemic, the imake.wemake
pursued its objectives to develop communication,
computation, technology, critical thinking and problem
solving skills of the students out of its original face

to face engagements using online webinar platforms.
Its online training was packed with concepts about
electronics, microcontrollers, Internet of Things (IOT),
sensors application and programming. It also provided
the participants the knowledge on Basic Intellectual
Property Rights useful in building tech-based projects.
The competition received 30 project proposals out of
which 15 passed the Evaluation and Selection Stage.
The school finalists moved forward to the second stage
where they were required to do Online Pitching on
November 25-27, 2020 and undergo Online Training on
December 7-11, 2020. Right after their online training,
school teams were given enough time to build their
prototype projects until June 2021. The build period was
extended from its original 90-day duration due to the
restrictions of the pandemic.
The 15 school team finalists were to present their
working prototype in June 2021 and three teams would
emerge to become the Youth Innovation Prize Awardees,
receiving a cash grant of Php 200,000 each. The 15
school finalists are listed in Table 25.
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SCHOOL

TITLE OF PROJECT

Alabel National Science High School

PROJECT MIASMA - An Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Monitoring Device based on IoT with Forecasting and
Predictive Modelling using Machine Learning for Hospital Buildings

Antique National School

CorALARM: The Guardian of the Coral Reefs

Bansud - National High School

Convolutional Neural Network based Image-processing for the Detection of Microplastics in Fish
Sanctuaries Using a Marine Buoy System

Calamba City Science Integrated School

KEVLOCKS: KEy-less Vehicle UnLOCKing System Utilizing RFID License Checking, Fingerprint Scanning, and
Alcohol Influence Detection Technologies

Cavite Science Integrated School

ABSCISA: An Arduino-Based Smart Contactless Interface Integrated with SMS Alert and Monitoring System
for Fomite Transmission Mitigation

Dr. Yanga's, Inc.

The BAYANI Project - Battling Atrocities through the Youth’s Automated and Novel Initiative

Florita Herrera Irizari National High School

Automated Queueing Counter with Hand sanitizer and Temperature Checker

La Consolacion College Bacolod

Project C.R.O.W. (Courier Robot On Wheels): A Gesture- Controlled, -Parcel Disinfecting, and Transporting
Device

Mainit National High School

PHYSICAL DISTANCE DETECTOR with CONTACT TRACER

Manila Science High School

Touchless Active Pointer Interface (TAP Interface)

PSHS - Central Luzon Campus

HERMIT-A-BOT: An IoT-based Smart Deployable Crab Bot for Autonomous Plastic Collection in Coastal
Environments and Muddy Terrains

Ramon Teves Pastor Memorial - Dumaguete PROJECT FAMALIA: IoT-based Filtering and Monitoring of Laundry Wastewater for Agricultural Land
Science High School
Irrigation using Arduino Microcontroller and Tangan- tangan (Ricinus communis) Plant

A technical training and workshop for imake.wemake participants was held online to
help the teams develop their prototype using Rasberry Pi microcontroller unit. The
online training consists of videos and workshop about Basic Intellectual Property Rights,
electronics, programming, sensor application and IOT concepts.

Sta. Cruz National High School

Solar-Powered Automatic Aquaculture Pond Monitoring, Notification, and Control System (SPAAPMNCS)

Science Technology Education Center Senior High School

Project Blindspot: Arduino-based Object Distance Measurement and Identification using YOLO Algorithm

Valenzuela City School of Mathematics
and Science

PPEase: A Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - Integrated Monitoring System for Healthcare Workers
(HCWs)

Tagisang Robotics Competition
2.0 Training provided through
asynchronous online platform

calendar—changes and delays in the implementation
were inevitable. Physical and face-to-face technical
trainings and workshops were converted to
asynchronous online method.

The Tagisang Robotics Competition (TRC) is the only varsitytype robotics competition in the Philippines, underwent
improvements in game mechanics and Kit-of-Parts (KOP)
to fully utilize the game arena and the KOPs’ capabilities
following the success of the redesigned TRC 2.0 in 2019.

The Online Technical Training for the participants was
originally scheduled on the second week of November,
but due to the shift in the academic calendar and low
participant registration, it was postponed to December
1-5, 2020. ThinkLab, an outsourced group serving as
Tagisang Robotics Trainers, provided the content for the
online modules, which were focused on building the
teams’ robots. The modules were accessed, viewed, and

Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic—which,
among other things, greatly affected the academic
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Upgrading of Science Explorer
Bus Units

TABLE 25: School Finalists on the 4th Imake. Wemake Competition

Meanwhile, the improved KOPs were
scheduled for deployment in early
2021.
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A total of 75 participants—45
male, 30 female—from 15 schools
attended and participated in the
training. Most schools were based in
the NCR, while one was from Region
3, and another from Region 4A.
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With the pandemic continuing
into 20 21, the project staff was
set to meet with stakeholders and
the project’s Technical Working
Committee to discuss the future of
the competition. Further research
and development into the gameplay
mechanics and implementation
were to be undertaken, with a
particular interest in using the
internet for over-the-air programing
and deployment.

The top winners for the three
categories consist of the following:
For the Grades 3-6 category, first
place went to Agusan del Sur Pilot
Laboratory School with its lead
proponent Mr. Romar Garrido. For
the Grades 7-10 category, the top

prize went to Napsan National High
School with its lead proponent Mr.
Wayne Socrates. For the Grades
11-12 category, first place went to
Ligao National High School, with
its lead proponent Mr. Rommel
Carl Peralta.

The InnoBox Virtual Awarding
Ceremony was live-streamed via
the InnoBox Facebook page with
534 registrants and captured 3,000
views on the streaming date. With
its high reach on Facebook, more
teachers expressed their interest to
join the next search.
Through an online deliberation,
the technical committee came up
with the list of winners for the
search. This online activity opened
an opportunity for the DOST-SEI
team to connect with the evaluators
with ease. The team also ensured
that all the pictures and video
coverages during the classroom
observations and interviews were
easily accessible to the evaluators
through cloud storage.

The competition maintains its
aim of raising students’ interest
in science, engineering and
technology, mathematics, and
information and communications
technology through hands-on
experience and investigation.
Aside from stimulating them
scholastically, the TRC instills in
students the value of teamwork,
team spirit, and cooperation.
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Virtual awarding for
InnoBox in the new
normal
Launched in 2019, the 2nd Innobox
competition virtually awarded
the best innovative teaching and
learning resources in science and
mathematics amidst the pandemic.
On December 4, 2020, the finalists
across the three search categories
convened via Zoom to officially
receive their award, and each
showcased their respective school
innovations through audiovisual
presentations.

JANUARY to MARCH 2020

Project implementation and monitoring
(classroom obsercation, interviews and FGDs)

JULY 17, 2020

Deliberation for Grade 7-10 Category

july 9, 2020

Deliberation for Grades 11-12 Category

AUGUST TO NOVEMBER 2020
Virtual Awarting Preparation

july 22, 2020

Deliberation for Grades 3-6 Category

DECEMBER 21, 2020

Preparation of guidelines for the 3rd InnoBox

december 4, 2020

Virtual Awarting Ceremony
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recorded through WebinarJam, and
continue to be available for replays
even beyond the project timeline.

Date of Visit

December 6, 2019
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January 22, 2020

January 31, 2020

February 4, 2020

School

Project Title

Napsan National High School

Energy Transformation Kit

Wayne Socrates
Gillian Fernandez
Rex Ignacio
Alvin Alvarez
Danilo Castellon Jr.

Pio Valenzuela Elementary School

I-LEARN in 4Ms (Integrated Localized
and Engaging Activities and Resources
in Science and Mathematics - Movable
Magnetic Miniature Model)

Lougee Rose Salvador
Evangeline P. Solano
Jonie S. Abilar
Precious N. Velasco
Jomel G. Ramirez

POL's Quest

Chrisha Kate Dimapilis
Alladin Payen
Jonathan Del Carmen
Cecille Pegtuan
Dalia Macatangay

Quezon City Science High School

Cavite Science Integrated School

Project PRISM (Promoting Robotics
Integration in Science and Mathematics):
A Low-Cost Approach in Developing 21st
Century Learners
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February 5, 2020

February 11, 2020

February 18, 2020

February 19, 2020

March 4, 2020

Proponents

Tanza National Trade School

Ligao National High School

Talisayan National High School

Jose Zurbito Sr. Elementary School

Agusan del Sur Pilot Laboratory School

Jacqueline Ureta
John Edsel Varias
Cristine Joy Signo

Project SCIGIFT 13-in-1 Science Gamified
Instructional and Friendly Tool

Albert Montino
Philline Ayla Pascua
Bryan Peralta

PITREX: Puzzle for Inventive Thinking and
Reflective Exploration in Science

Rommel Carl Peralta
Jojim Cordova
Verwin Cogasa
Arnulfo Kier Requio

Electromagnetic Pad (e-Pad)

Aubrey May Balignot
Jocarm John Balignot
Reynaldo Tadifa
Paul Bryan Fabella
Haima Mohammad

We-TI Mobile Box

Gridean Visualizer

King George Barruga
Remy Joyce Viñas
Maricor Male
Maribeth Abejuela
Isidore Almiñe
Romar Garrido
Joprey Alinghawa
Josephine Mahilum
Josephine Besin
Ronal Anthony Briol

Fortunately, the team conducted school visits from
January to March 2020 and captured activity footage
before the government announced the enhanced
community quarantine.
The shift in the educational landscape, brought about
by the pandemic, made the team develop new search
rules and criteria for the 3rd InnoBox in 2021. The new
theme aims to recognize the teaching and learning
innovations that best respond to the challenges and
opportunities amidst the pandemic. It will also highlight
the interconnectedness among STEM disciplines.
As evidenced by the continuous increase in submitted
proposals, DOST-SEI aims to inspire more teachers to
innovate and explore other means to deliver STEM
education to students even in a remote learning set-up.

Spurring the adoption of 21st
Century Learning Environment
Model (21st CLEM)

A total of 4,456 teachers, principals, provincial schools
division and program supervisors from DepEd divisions
participated in online orientations on the 21st CLEM
components, namely: 1) The Classroom, 2) Training
Program 3) Integration of 21st Century Teaching and
Learning Practices and 4) Monitoring, Evaluation and
Research. Also discussed were the modern furniture
required, education and information and communication
technologies to be installed in the 21st CLEM and the
Open Learning Space (OLS). Schools that adopted
the model as well as the potential adopters were also
featured. (see Table 27)
The 21st CLEM was also featured as a pre-event as well
as during the National Science and Technology Week
(NSTW) and Regional Science and Technology Week
(RSTW) celebrations in November. The DOST Regional
Offices 1, 6 and 7 live streamed these events in their
respective social media pages which gathered large
online viewing and interactions as shown in Table 28.

TABLE 27: Number of 21st CLEM Webinar Participants by Region
Region

As the teaching and learning landscape shifted from
physical to virtual interactions, and digital learning
gained momentum, the adopters of the Institute’s 21st
Century Learning Environment Model saw a greater and
timely need to promote and maximize the facility as a
modules development center for producing radio- as
well as video-based instructions.
The 21st CLEM intends to promote collaborative
teaching and learning to support student-centered
learning in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM).

Region 5
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NCR-PaMaMaRiSan

210

NCR – MunTaParLas

368

Region 1

1,874

Region 6

60

Region 7

1,891

TOTAL

4,456

Webinars on 21st CLEM
Webinars were conducted to present the project to
schools, stakeholders and interested parties and to
inform them how the learning environment can provide
better opportunities for teachers in the conduct of
classes in the new normal.

TABLE 28: Social Media Insights for 21st CLEM Webinars on Facebook
Live Streaming
Host Page

Number of
Viewers

Number of
Reacts

Number of
Shares

No. of Participants

Number of
Comments

DOST 1

16,428

1,879

274

2,538

DOST 2

3,000

388

125

521

Total

19,428

2,267

399

3,059
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TABLE 26: Classroom Observation and Interviews Conducted for the 2nd InnoBox Competition

DOST RO 7 hosts 21st CLEM webinar for two
days in celebration of their Regional Science
and Technology Week (RSTW).
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DOST-NCR Pamamarisan cluster hosts the
21st CLEM webinar for private schools.
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Teacher-participants from DepEd Division
of Tabaco and SEI resource person Ms.
Josephine S. Feliciano (top) discussing the
learning environment component of DepEd’s
KITE program.

The webinar hosted by DOST 6 showed a
screen capture of the launching of the first
five pilot schools in Lipa City, Batangas.

More northern schools
adopt 21st CLEM
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Since its inception in 2016, twentyfour schools (24) have adopted
the model and more schools and
stakeholders showed interest
in considering the setup for the
future normal. The 21st CLEM and
21st Century Model Classroom are
under the Access to Resources and
Innovations in Science Education
(ARISE) Project.
Meanwhile, the third school from
Ilocos Norte to adopt 21st CLEM,
Bacarra Elementary School, had
a webinar on maintenance and
sustainability of their facility on
December 11, 2020.

SEI’s 21st Century Model
Classroom benchmarking
guests
Before the imposition of strict
community quarantine guidelines,
several guests managed to visit and
benchmark the features of the SEI’s
Model Classroom from January to
March 2020.
A total of 261 students, teachers,
education superintendents
and supervisors, government
organizations, local government
units (LGUs), private institutions
and service providers visited the
21st Century Model Classroom
(21stCMC) of DOST-SEI and
attended the briefing on 21st
century learning environment and
emerging education technologies.
(see Table 29)
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Teachers of Bacarra Elementary School in Ilocos Norte attend the webinar
on the maintenance and sustainability of their 21st CLEM.
(topmost) DOST Bataan Director Ms. De Leon-Cruz and Balanga City Mayor
Garcia together with their staff posed a thumbs-up during the grant turnover ceremony. (Photo credit LGU-Balanga,Bataan).

TABLE 29: 2020 SEI Model Classroom Benchmarking Guests
School/Office

Male

Female

No. of Visitors

South East Asia Institute of Trade and Technology

80

70

150

PUP-Manila DOST Scholars

5

0

5

La Consolacion College - Binan, Laguna

0

2

2

DepEd - Bacolod City, Negros Occ

3

14

17

DepEd - Paranaque City

3

3

6

(top to bottom)

LGU - Paranaque

2

4

6

DepEd -Bataan

10

11

21

DepEd Olongapo City

13

16

29

Al Escosio of partner provider Data Science and
Technology Corp. (DSTC) demonstrates robotics
to the students of South East Asia Institute of
Trade and Technology.

DepEd - Division of Binan City, Laguna

5

7

12

Security Bank Fdn.

3

0

3

Service Providers

3

3

6

DOST System

2

2

4

129

132

261

TOTAL

SEI Director Dr. Josette T. Biyo shares
insights with the managers of 21st CLEM
project partner Frontlearners during their
demonstration to model classroom guests.
Teachers from DepEd Division of Bataan try
the Augmented Reality (AR) technologyenabled globe.
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During a ceremonial turn-over,
Balanga City Mayor Francis Anthony
S. Garcia received P2-million grant
from DOST-Bataan Director Ms.
Catalina V. De Leon-Cruz to enable
the Balanga City National Science
High School to be the first school
in Bataan province to adopt and
establish the 21st CLEM.
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TABLE 30: Number of DOST Courseware Webinar Participants by
Region

With the shift in the education strategies due to the
pandemic, several approaches to ensure the continuity
of learning were introduced, foremost of which is the
online teaching and learning delivery mode. To assist
the teachers and learners, SEI conducted webinars to
disseminate information on DOST Courseware in science
and mathematics, allowing thousands of teachers to
gain access to more than 400 modules of teaching and
learning resources for free.

Region

No. of Participants

1

1,874

3

553

4A

6,277

4B

8

5

202

6

60

Collaboration with the Department of Education (DepEd)
likewise allowed the SEI-produced Courseware to be
uploaded to and accessed through the department’s
learning portal. Twenty (20) more modules were added
to the Courseware Mobile Applications to add to over a
hundred available modules in online stores. To enhance
further the virtual learning experience, modules with the
embedded augmented reality technology were printed
for dissemination.

7

1,891

9

329

Webinars on DOST courseware in Science
and Mathematics for e-learning
To provide and disseminate information on DOST-SEI's
Teaching and Learning Resource, the DOST Courseware
in Science and Mathematics for Grades 1 to 8, a free
webinar series was initiated to discuss its features,
accessibility and vital role to the alternative delivery
mode for flexible teaching and learning in times of
quarantine. Zoom and MS Teams video conference
sessions allowed educators to interact and discuss the
locally-produced educational software applications.
A total of 194 webinar sessions were conducted from
April 24 to December 3, 2020 with 15,623 teachers, head
teachers, principals and supervisors from several regions
as participants. (see Table 30)
The Courseware was also highlighted during the
pre-activity of and during the National Science and
Technology Week (NSTW) and Regional Science and
Technology Week (RSTW) celebrations in November. The
DOST Regional Offices live streamed the events on their
respective social media pages, gathering large online
audience. (see Table 31)

10

59

11

1,521

12

311

CAR

1,488

CARAGA

62

NCR

988

TOTAL

15,623

DOST–NCR PAMAMARISAN webinar “STEM
E-Learning Opportunities in the New
Normal” conducted October 23, 2020.

DOST 1 webinar “DOST Courseware:
Innovations in Science and Mathematics
Teaching and Learning” conducted
November 23 & 24, 2020.
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TABLE 31: 2020 SEI Model Classroom Benchmarking Guests
LiveStreaming Number
Number
Host Page
of Viewers of Reacts

Number
of Shares

Number of
Comments

DOST NCR

1,000

49

29

39

DOST 4A

3,680

140

154

427

DOST 1

16,428

1,879

274

2,538

DOST 7

3,000

388

125

521

DOST NSTW

1,300

64

35

46

DOST NSTW
TECH TALK

1,200

57

28

61

OVERALL
TOTAL

26,608

2,577

645

3,632

Participants from Region 4A in Zoom
during a Courseware Webinar.
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Science and Mathematics
application and related
technologies assisting online
learning
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A collaborative meeting was held
In June 2020 with the DepEd offices
of Dir. Abram Abanil of Information
and Communications Technology
Service (ICTS) and Office of
Undersecretary for Administration
and ICTS as represented by the
Educational Technology Unit
Head Mark Anthony Sy. Following
this, DepEd adopted the DOST
Courseware mobile application
platform and uploaded 60 modules
for Grades 1-6 Mathematics (K12)
and 12 modules for Grades 3-6
Science (pre-K12) to the DepEd
Commons resource portal.

TABLE 33: Number of Installs by Grade Level &
Subject from Apple Store
Grade/Subject

Number of
Installs 2020

(Lifetime total since 2016)

Grade 7 - Science

356

514

Grade 7 – Mathematics

226

316

Grade 8 - Science

515

835

Grade 8 – Mathematics

283

456

1,380

2,121

Total

Number of Installs

TABLE 34: Number of Installs by Grade Level &
Subject from Apple Store
DOST Courseware for Grades 1-6
Math and Grades 3-6 Science at
the DepEd Commons Portal.

During one of the synchronous virtual
class sessions, the project leader
observed the actual use of Courseware
with students and teachers from
Muñoz NHS, San Jose Del Monte,
Bulacan. This activity allowed
interaction between the developer
and the users or beneficiaries of the
courseware and provided opportunity
to get feedback as well.

Teacher Jennifer Mangao from
Munoz NHS. using the DOST
Courseware during
a virtual class in Mathematics.

Month

Number of
monthly hits

Lifetime hits

(Cumulative total as of 2020)

January

481

29,010

February

350

29,360

March

1,524

30,884

April

7,699

38,583

May

4,586

43.169

June

10.120

53,289

July

4,488

57,777

August

4,839

62,616

Courseware gains
accelerated access and
download

September

2,260

64,876

October

1,557

66,433

November

2,557

68,990

A surge in the number of downloads
and installs was observed for all
platforms from different access
points. This may be attributed to
the webinars conducted from March
to December of 2020. From Google
Play Store, there were 33,730
downloads, a 138% increase from
2019’s total of 14,119, while from
Apple Store, 1,380 installs were
recorded in 2020, an increase of
120.8% from 625 in 2019.

December

1,155

70,145
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TABLE 32: Number of Installs by Grade Level & Subject from Google Play Store
Grade/Subject

Number of Installs 2020

Number of Installs

(Lifetime total since 2016)

Grade 1-6 Mathematics

19.989

43,730

Grades 3-6 Science

2,356

3,503

Grade 7 - Science

3,126

9,121

Grade 7 – Mathematics

2,501

8,171

Number of hits from the
Grade 8 - Science
1,846
9,051
Courseware SEI download page
likewise significantly increased from
Grade 8 – Mathematics
3,912
10,975
28,529 in 2019 to 41,616 in 2020 for
Total
33,730
84,551
a total of 70,145 since its activation
in September 2018. From the start
of the webinar in April 2020, there
was a noticeable increase until August, reaching its peak
New modules for stem mobile learning
in June with more than 10,000 hits. (see Table 32-34)
DOST Courseware
Twenty more modules were transformed from MS
All the Courseware platforms can be downloaded for
Windows to Android platform to add up to the 112
free at http://www.sei.dost.gov.ph/index.php/programsCourseware Mobile Applications (CMAPP) modules
and-projects/innovations/83-courseware and the mobile
available in Google Play Store. These are:
application versions from Google Play or Apple Store.

a. Grade 7 Science
1. Locating Places
2. Continental Drift, Seafloor Spreading, and Plate
Tectonics
3. Energy and its Different Forms
4. Elements and Compounds
5. Measuring Volume with Precision and Accuracy
b. Grade 7 Mathematics
1. Solving Problems Involving Geometry
2. Solving Number Problems
3. Dividing a Polynomial by a Binomial
4. Graphing Linear Equations in Two Variables
5. Solving Problems Using Linear Equations in
Two Variables
c. Grade 8 Science
1. Viruses
2. Light Independent Reaction
3. Cell Cycle, Mitosis and Meiosis
4. The Scientific Method
5. Circulatory and Lymphatic Systems

New set of Courseware mobile applications for Android.

d. Grade 8 Mathematics
1. Solving Problems Involving Arithmetic Sequence
2. Solving Problems Involving Geometric Sequence
3. Solving Number Relation Problems Using Equation
in Two Variables
4. Joint Variation
5. Solving Problems with Rational Algebraic Equations
The DOST Courseware are locally-produced, all-original
highly interactive Filipino multimedia educational
resource packages available both in Windows and
Android versions. They are conceptualized, digitized
and produced by the Institute in partnership with the
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Collaborative work for
online learning

Advanced Science and Technology Institute (ASTI-DOST)
and in cooperation with the DepEd, Philippine Normal
University (PNU) and University of the PhilippinesNational Institute for Science and Mathematics Education
(UP-NISMED). The primary goal is to develop information
and communication technology learning innovation
to support the upgrading and improvement of science
and mathematics education in the country. The DOST
Coursewares are provided for free to schools and are
also made available online as supplemental resources for
teachers and students as a fun and interactive approach
to e-learning and blended learning.

Meanwhile, the final printed copies of the Grade 8 modules
for Strategic Intervention Material for Teaching with

1

3

The following applications may be downloaded to view
the simulation using AR technology:
1. A Storm is Born: Understanding Formation of Typhoon
2. Break on the Move: Earthquake and Faults
3. Journey Into the Cell: The Basic Unit of Life
4. The Amazing Visitors of Planet Earth: Comets,
Meteors and Asteroids
5. What’s the Matter: The Particle Nature of Matter

4

69

68

2

5
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Simatar

Augmented Reality (SIMATAR) were available for distribution.
This material uses Augmented Reality (SIMATAR) where
available for distribution. This material uses Augmented
Reality where it superimposes a computer-generated image
on a user's view of the real world, thus providing a composite
view. It is an enhanced version of reality that overlays digital
information on an image of something being viewed through
a smartphone camera or tablet.

Science Education Institute • 2020 Annual Report

To accommodate the sudden demand for alternative
working arrangement during the pandemic, and to
enhance the Institute’s capabilities to better serve
its clients, the e-Scholarship Application System for
the 2021 Undergraduate S&T Scholarships was fully
implemented in 2020. Applicants can now submit and
upload documentary requirements for both Junior Level
Science Scholarships and Undergraduate S&T Scholarship
Program via https://www.science-scholarships.ph.
A technical support system where applicants can report
issues on the use of the Online Scholarship Application
System, and a Scholarship Portal where scholars can
download documents such as Scholarships Contract and
Certification were also developed.
As part of its services to the public, and to better
communicate its programs, the Institute, through the
Management Information System Unit of the S&T
Manpower Education, Research and Promotions Division
(MISU-STMERPD), continuously maintains and updates

its website by providing current relevant, and accurate
information while ensuring compliance with the
Transparency Seal requirements of the Department of
Budget and Management (DBM).

The e-Scholarship Application System

Secure Wireless Network
Enhanced
As most activities remain online,
the internet connection speed
was upgraded from 42MBps to
100MBps and an additional 45MBps.
Endpoint security solutions were
also installed on the employees’
workstations to ensure data transfer
security and protection from
malware and viruses. Preventive
maintenance is annually conducted
on every device connected to
the local area network to ensure
these are working effectively and
efficiently to power service delivery.

Supporting a Secure Online and
Resilient Data Center
The measures taken to restrain the COVID-19 virus have
shaken the economy and affected many aspects of our
lives. The situation highlighted further the importance of
the Internet and the web platforms for communication
and to sustain the delivery of the Institute’s programs
and projects. The demand for web-enabled services has
hence risen as the employees mostly worked from home.
The MISU relocated network operations and data center
off-site for business continuity in time for the quarantine
and the adjustments in work arrangements. Specifically,
12 servers are currently maintained inside the Data
Center Colocation Facility, which houses the Public
Servers for the Institutes’ website and online application
systems. The facility is continuously upgraded for the
programs and projects that need ICT network services to
reach more clients across the country.

Upgrading Communication
System
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The Scholars Portal

TABLE 35: List of ICT Workshops and Orientations

The Science Education
Institute’s Website

Date

Training/Orientation

27 August 2020

Total No. of
Participants

Male

Female

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Teams)

5

13

18

28 August 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Teams)

7

14

21

08 September 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (OneDrive)

2

13

15

22 September 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Forms)

3

19

22

30 September 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (OneDrive)

7

18

25

30 September 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (SharePoint)

6

22

28

13 October 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Outlook)

1

5

6

13 October 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Teams)

1

13

14

19 October 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (Outlook)

4

13

17

27 October 2020

Orientation on Microsoft Office 365 (SharePoint)

1

9

10

37

139

176

TOTAL

To improve the Communication
System, the MISU set up an
automatic telephone switching
system. Part of the initiatives was
the installation of 11 units of IP
Phones capable of video calls,
conference calls, and handling
GSM Mobile calls. An additional
30 units will be set up throughout
the institute and 15 units will
be distributed to DOST Regional
offices to ease the communication
between Scholarship Program
Administrators and Coordinators.
The whole system is planned to
connect with the existing analog
telephone lines to handle calls from
clients and stakeholders.

Enhancing Human
Resources Competencies
with ICT Awareness and
Literacy
The shift to massive use of online
applications for meetings and
collaborations required capacity
building initiatives among
employees. To this end, the MISU
conducts ICT Workshops and
Orientations to train employees on
the use of ICT technologies and their
policies and security protocols. For
this year in review, ten workshops
and orientations were conducted.
(see Table 35)
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Full implementation of the
e-Scholarship Application System

Overcoming
Barriers
to Science
Literacy and
Preparedness

3

Lockdowns and movement restrictions
had admittedly made it tougher for our
teams to connect with people we wanted to
reach. However, the pandemic had made us
more determined to provide all deserving
students and professionals with equal
access to our scholarship opportunities and
resources.
Given this mindset, we embarked on internal and external
initiatives to sustain our gains in fostering a culture of
science and technology in Philippine society and encouraging
our young generation to pursue STEM courses and
careers. This section features these initiatives and more,
demonstrating our resolve to overcome hurdles, no matter
how big, to promote science literacy and preparedness all
over the country.
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Sec tion

The COVID-19 pandemic challenged the education sector
of transitioning from face-to-face to remote delivery of
education. In equal terms, the delivery of the Institute’s
capacity-building projects in the country, especially in
STEM teacher training was also faced with the huge
challenge.
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With very limited time to prepare and experiment, teachers
were expected to redesign their pedagogical approaches
and provide appropriate instruction that would maximize
students’ learning in a remote environment.
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Hence, to help teachers adapt to the new landscape
of education and rise to the challenge, Project Science
Teacher Academy for the Regions (STAR) made changes
in the way they deliver their mandate.

STAR Webinar Series
In April 2020, STAR launched a webinar series entitled
“Teaching and Learning in the New Normal Educational
System” in collaboration with its STAR trainers. This
gave an opportunity to more science and mathematics
teachers, who were not originally part of the STAR
project, to join STAR’s series of STEM training.
As of December 2020, the webinar series already covered
a wide range of topics focusing on innovative teaching
strategies, trends, and issues in science and mathematics
education, which helped teachers adapt faster to the new
normal. These webinars were offered free to all science
and mathematics teachers, mainly in-service teachers,
twice a month via zoom. A total of 4,560 pre-service and
in-service teachers registered for these webinars.
Having shifted its mode of training delivery, the project
was able to increase its beneficiaries, in just a year,
reaching 1,026 science and mathematics teachers
across the country. Recordings of the webinar were also
uploaded on STAR’s YouTube channel and has gained a
total of 9,376 views. Through STAR Channel, participants
of the live webinar can easily watch and replay all webinar
discussions on demand.

Search for the Brightest STAR 2020
As an initiative to recognize exemplary STAR teachers
who have been applying their learnings acquired in STAR
training into their teaching practices, the Project has
opened once again the Search for the Brightest STAR
among its teacher-participants in the 16 regions. This
is Project STAR’s way of boosting teachers’ morale and
inspiring them to continue making their classrooms,
schools, and teaching communities places of innovation
and positive change.
The nomination started in March 2020, garnering a total
of 70 nominees. These were evaluated based on the

following qualifications: 1) adopted into their teaching
practice the skills and knowledge gained from STAR
training; 2) developed innovative teaching materials
used in their classrooms and by other teachers; 3) served
as an example of an effective teacher; 4) be recognized
and acknowledged by the community; 5) be positive
influences on their peers and the rest of the community.
After a series of deliberations with the Brightest STAR
Committee, six teachers — three for science and three
for math — were selected as national finalists. Their
portfolios were evaluated and obtained the highest
scores based on the standard scoring guide.
The national finalists for the Science category were
Mark Joseph Cometa of Palina East National High
School (Region I); Don King Evangelista of Navotas
National High School (NCR); and Mark Anthony Leido
of San Teodoro National High School (Region IV-B).
For the Mathematics category, the finalists were Janice
Baldelovar of Don Restituto Central School (Region X);
Janeve Caballa of El Salvador City Central School (Region
X); and Mark Joseph Pastor of Ilocos Norte College of
Arts and Sciences (Region I).
In February 2021, the national finalists will undergo the
final screening, which will include the teaching competition
and interview. These two final steps would determine who
among these STAR teachers will shine the brightest.

E-star.ph
The on-line facility of Project STAR can be accessed
through www.e-star.ph The website aims to provide
teachers with increased access to learning resources
like research lessons, STEM activities, and experiments
for the improved teaching and learning of science and
mathematics. It also serves as a venue for disseminating
information about the services and activities of STAR
to a wider population, as well as a platform for
collaboration among science and mathematics teachers
and educators locally and globally.
The home page displays the STAR webinar series
conducted, an audio-visual presentation about Project
STAR and beneficiaries, STAR-related announcements,
training photos, and an article about the Brightest STAR
for Mathematics. Upon registration, the user can finally
have access to all training outputs, lesson plans, and
e-resources that will help teachers in improving the
delivery of their lessons.
Two training workshops were held this year, one in
February and another one in July to train staff on how to
update and maintain e-star.ph. The website was created
through an open-source content management system
(CMS) for publishing web content.

Training of Trainors on Design Thinking
in K-12 Science and Mathematics Teaching
In partnership with 16 universities, the Training for
STAR Trainors on Design Thinking in K-12 Science and
Mathematics Teaching was conducted in two batches.
(see Table 36)

TABLE 36: Training of Trainors Sessions

The training was conducted in five sessions: October 28
and 31 and November 4, 7 and 11, 2020 under Dr. Nympha
B. Joaquin of the UP College of Education.
Prior to the pandemic, the Institute conducted the first
batch, which is an on-site training, on March 11 to 13,
2020 at the Central Luzon State University in Science
City of Munoz, Nueva Ecija. Thirty-six participants from
19 schools benefited from the training. (see Table 37)

Date

Venue

No. of
Beneficiaries/
Participants

February 25-28, 2020
(Luzon and Visayas Cluster)

BSA Twin Towers,
Pasig City

84 STAR Trainors

Gender

March 11-14, 2020
(Mindanao Cluster)

The Ritz Hotel at
Garden Oases,
Davao City

37 STAR Trainors

Male

These training sessions exposed teachers to a problemsolving strategy of broad application involving five steps
of design thinking – empathize, define, ideate, prototype,
and test. It included lectures, workshops, and simulations
allowing participants to explore and experience going
through the various steps of the design process and
eventually incorporate design thinking into their
classroom activities and adopt it as a way of thinking.
Though the training for design thinking was cut short
due to the pandemic, regional training would commence
in 2021 and move to an online format.

Online training for
small private school
teachers
As with most human interactions
during the height of the pandemic,
the conduct of teacher training
shifted from on-site to online. The
Institute continued to support small
private schools in this manner
amid the CoViD-19 situation in the
country. Fourteen elementary
teachers from seven private
beneficiary schools in Region III
received specialized training in
mathematics. The teachers learned
how to teach mathematics through
problem solving with the help
of manipulatives, and face the
challenges in teaching the subject
in a new and different environment.

TABLE 37: Gender Distribution of Private School Participants
Number of participants
Batch 1
(on-site)

Batch 2
(on-line)
6

Total
3

9

Female

30

11

41

Total

36

14

50

75
A group of participants of the training
for small private school teachers are
seen here manipulating a geoboard they
constructed as their output.
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On December 15-17, 2020, an online training for nonphysics majors was conducted via Zoom. Forty-eight
science teachers from all DepEd divisions of Region XI
participated in the training which enriched their content
mastery and pedagogical knowledge on Grade 8 physics
topics namely Motion, Work and Energy, Electricity, Heat and
Temperature, Sounds, and Light. These topics were presented
with lectures and activities using different online learning
platforms and applications such as Mentimeter, Kahoot,
Quizziz and PhET simulations. Participants found all parts of
the training useful, interesting, and engaging as they were
also introduced to various online learning platforms which
they can use as remote learning tools to adapt to new
teaching approaches.

Online training outputs: Art forms depicting mathematics
(Geometry and Measurement) - (left) Tessellations; (right) Origami

Online training on pedagogy for scholar
graduates
SEI collaborated with State Universities and Colleges
(SUC’s) to design and deliver a localized training
approach for Scholar-Graduates who were recipients of
the DOST-SEI RA 10612 scholarship. The SUCs provided
subject experts to serve as trainers and resource
persons for the training. Subject experts from Cebu
normal University, College of Teacher Education trained
33 scholar-graduates from Region VII in the following
subject areas on November 10, 11, 17, 19 and 25, 2020.
The 33 scholar-graduates were selected in coordination
with the DOST Regional Office (RO) VII and DepEd RO VII.

REGION
XI

Distribution of
Participants by Sex

DAVAO REGION

48 Participants 11 DepEd Divisions 47 Schools

After a series of discussions and inputs from the trainers’
experience in their online classes, the online training
was conducted in five sessions, with four hours for each
session covering topics that helped participants better
grasp and understand the teaching profession. Mentoring,
lesson plan writing, and lesson demonstration were
partially done collaboratively via Google Classroom
and Zoom. Asynchronous sessions were also conducted
where participants completed their lesson plan and video
outputs, an inevitable part of the training due to limited
online engagement. The trainers monitored the sessions
through Google Classroom, and addressed further
questions, clarifications and suggestions through online
collaborative applications.

16
48%

17
52%

33 DOST Scholar Graduates Trained
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A lecture on circuits under topic, Electricity
is delivered using PhET simulations.

Participants play Kahoot, an engaging
game-based online learning platform.
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Utilizing online learning platforms to equip
non-physics major science teachers
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Beneficiary teachers in indigenous
communities in Region I
As the pandemic continued, so did SEI’s support to
the education of indigenous communities through the
project, "Indigenization in Science and Mathematics
Education." For 2020, SEI shifted its support from
Region III to Region I with Ilocos Sur and La Union as
the target Divisions. Grades 2-4 teachers, including the
school heads, from six elementary schools were the
beneficiaries of the project. (see Table 38)

TABLE 38: List of Beneficiary Schools in Region 1
Division
Ilocos Sur

La Union

District

Name of School

Alilem

Amilongan ES

Alilem

Anaao ES

Sugpon

Sugpon CS

Santol

Deccan Primary School

Burgos

Linuan ES

Sudipen

Porporiket ES

SEI administered an online survey to the new
beneficiaries to determine the status of education of
Indigenous Peoples (IP) and the participants’ level of
understanding in indigenizing lessons suitable for the
IP learners in the Divisions. The result of the survey,
along with the background and objectives of the project,
was presented during the online orientation held on
December 12, 2020. Twenty-seven teachers, school
heads, DepEd-IPsEO and IP focal persons from the Region
and the Divisions, and the Resource Person participated
in the orientation. (see Table 39)

A light amidst the changing world:
A virtual training
The Institute continued to train teachers of learners with
visual impairment, shedding a little “light” of hope in
their dark world. In its second year of implementation
the training, “Disability-Inclusive Trainings in Science

TABLE 39: Gender Distribution of IP Participants
Gender

Number of participants
ILocos Sur

La Union

Others*

Total

Male

1

-

3

4

Female

10

8

5

23

Total

11

8

8

27

* DepEd Region I, concerned Divisions, IPsEO and RP

and Mathematics Education” was conducted virtually on
November 24, 25, 27 and December 1, 2020 for Grades
2, 3, and 4 Mathematics teachers. To adhere to the
observance of health protocols being implemented in
the country and to continue to be of service to teachers,
SEI in collaboration with the Resources for the Blind, Inc.
(RBI) and the Department of Education Regional Offices,
designed and conducted this four-session online training
that benefited 34 teachers from the Visayas Regions.

Region VI
15
(44%)

Region VIII
4
(12%)

Region VII
15
(44%)

2

32

34 Teachers

from the Visayas Regions who benefited
the 4-Session Virtual Training "Disability-Inclusive
Trainings in Science and Mathematics Education"

Intermittent internet connections, weather disturbances
and power interruptions did not stop the teachers
from participating in the online training. Participants
were able to come-up with good assistive materials
for teaching mathematics to learners with visual
impairment and providing them with the guidance of
well experienced resource persons and trainers.
Topics included in the virtual training were slightly
different from the 2019 face to face training. The
SEI project staff and resource persons discussed
and carefully selected the topics to better suit the
situation as well as the mode of delivery of the
training. Asynchronous activities were also done to give
ample time for the teachers to prepare their assistive
materials, with some being guided and assisted by
their school SPED teachers. The resource persons
made sure that their lines were open if the participants
needed assistance. The training was not only after
the development of skills but also in forming genuine
concern and understanding among their learners with
visual impairment and providing them with a worthwhile
training with a heart.
SEI will continue to craft specialized training for teachers
like these to be able to reach out and help give better
learning opportunity to all students. Like other first
times, the virtual/online training was not perfect; there
were still areas that could be improved. But it opened up
an opportunity to reach more teachers in the future.

Mapping the Future of S&T
Human Resource Requirements
in the Philippines
With the renewed appreciation for Filipino S&T workers
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the DOST-SEI published
in October 2020 a collaborative study with the state
think-tank Philippine Institute for Development Studies
(PIDS) to provide a future outlook of the S&T labor
requirements in the country. It sought to provide policy
direction and strategy development concerning the
country’s S&T human resources development efforts,
which have a huge influence on economic growth and
resiliency.
The results of the study were presented via an online
Round Table Discussion on September 3, 2020 with
selected stakeholders e.g., educators, government
officials/representatives, and policy-makers.
Below are some interesting findings of the study:
• The S&T workforce constitutes only a small portion
(5%) of the total workforce. The highest among
the S&T fields is Engineering (2.8%), followed by
Computing/Information Technology (1.9%). The other

three major fields, namely, Life Sciences, Physical
Sciences, and Math and Statistics are lower than
1%. (Note: Following U.S. classifications, medical
and health occupations are excluded from S&T
occupations.)
• The future demand will be highest for workers in the
field of Engineering. The demand projections reveal
that the labor market will still favor the Engineers,
at least within the Philippines. (Note: The demand
projection focuses solely on domestic demand and
does not consider international demand for workers
with S&T background.)
• The supply projection reveals a significant increase in
the number of S&T workers with Computer Science
and IT background. Gap estimates, however, predict a
domestic oversupply of these professionals, which is
reminiscent of the 1990s ‘Nursing boom.’
• Both supply and demand of S&T workers will further
grow in the future. Notably, the future appears most
favorable for Engineers as these workers will comprise
the majority of the country’s future demand.
• The domestic economy will also demand more S&T
workers in the fields of Life Science, Physical Sciences,
as well as Math and Statistics.
• The top 10 S&T occupations with the highest
projected employment growth in 2020-2025 are the
ff.: 1) Systems administrators; 2) Systems Analysts;
3) Industrial Engineers; 4) Web and Multimedia
Developers; 5) Applications Programmers; 6) Civil
Engineers; 7) Database Designers and Administrators;
8) Electrical Engineers; 9) Building Architects; and 10)
Computer Network Programmers.
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To ensure the training is effectively delivered despite
being conducted online, a training needs assessment
was administered to gauge the resources and capacity
of teachers to participate in an online activity. The
results were used to identify necessary preparations
and adjustments for the training. Announcements and
training-related contents were posted and uploaded on
a private facebook group with the training team and the
identified participants as members. Moreover, teachers
received a copy of physics modules that were mailed via
LBC to serve as reference material for the training.

The Tracer Study Report of DOST-SEI
Undergraduate Scholar-Graduates: Batch
2018 and 2019

• There are also identified specific S&T occupations
with negative projected employment growth in 20202025, namely: Town and traffic planners; Chemical
Engineers; Mathematician and Actuaries; Chemists;
Electronics Engineers; Farming, Forestry and Fisheries
Advisers; Mining Engineers, Metallurgists and related
professionals; and, Biologist, Botanist, Zoologist and
related scientists.

The Tracer Study Report focuses on the undergraduate
scholar-graduates who completed their scholarship
program in 2018 and 2019, particularly those who
attended the Exit Conferences held in the National
Capital Region (NCR) and in the various regions
of the country, and accomplished the Exit Survey
Questionnaires. A Tracer Study was conducted among
these scholars one to two years after graduation from
February 2019 until March 2020. A total of 1,098 scholargraduates responded to the online tracer study with a
response rate of 66.4%.

Tracing the career paths of
scholar-graduates

To address the challenges encountered in tracking the
DOST-SEI scholar-graduates, Exit Surveys are done
continuously for the graduating DOST-SEI scholars, in
coordination with the Tracer Focal Persons from the
regions. This strategy helps the Institute come up with
an updated database of scholar-graduates in its various
scholarship programs. (see figure 19-26)

The Tracer Study of DOST-SEI scholar-graduates is an
important means of gathering relevant information about
the whereabouts of scholar-graduates after graduation. It
provides a better understanding of the long-term impact
of the scholarship programs implemented, in terms of
personal and professional achievements of the scholars
in their chosen fields, which eventually would benefit
their families, the labor force, the community, and the
economy as a whole. It also informs policy so that the
S&T scholarship programs of the Institute can be further
improved to serve the needs of the times.

103
(57.2%)

524
(57.1%)
Unemployed
180 (16.4%)

77
(42.8%)
N=1,098

Figure 20: Current Employment Status

525
(47.8%)

Private

Employment Sector

245 (22.3%)

Government

Most of the scholar-graduates were
employed in the private sector
(47.8%), while only 22.3% and 11.8%
were engaged in the government
sector and academe, respectively.
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Figure 21: Employment Sector
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Employment Situation
Five in every 10 of the scholargraduates were employed, while
25.7% were unemployed, during the
first six months after graduation.

Private

315 (60.0%)

210 (40.0%)

525
(57.2%)

137 (55.9%)

105 (42.9%)

245
(26.7%)

3 (1.2%)

Government
2 (1.5%)

Employed

Review/take board examination

83 (7.6%)

Self-employed/freelance work

A completely different field

8 (0.7%)
0

100

30%

40%

50%

No Response

60%

70%

80%

Not Regular/Permanent

200

Less than half of the scholargraduates both in the government
(42.9%) and private (40.0%) sectors
were occupying regular positions,
while only 13.8% from the academe.

90% 100%
Regular/Permanent
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231 (25.2%)

Exclusive own field

46 (4.2%)

Waiting for job deployment

20%

2 (11.1%) (2.0%)

Related field

57 (5.2%)

Family work/Put-up family business

18

15 (83.3%)

10%

130
(14.2%)

Employment Classification

Figure 22: Employment Classification

122 (11.1%)

Further training

18 (13.8%)

1 (5.6%)

Percentage of Scholars

131 (11.9%)

Pursue graduates studies

110 (84.6%)

0%

192 (17.5%)

Occassional job

Academe
No Response

204 (18.6%)

Take a vacation

Based on multiple responses

605 (55.1%)

282 (25.7%)

Searching job/unemployed

Eight in every 10 of the scholargraduates were employed, one to
two years after graduation, of which
majority were females (57.1%).

394
(42.9%)

Not Applicable

In 2020, two Tracer Studies were completed, namely: 1)
The Tracer Study Report, DOST-SEI Undergraduate ScholarGraduates Batch 2018 and 2019 (ISSN 2449-4925); and 2)
The Tracer Study Fact Sheet No. 5 (ISSN 2449-4925).
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Figure 19: Employment Situation
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Figure 23: Appropriateness of Field

Appropriateness of Field of Study
to Current Work/Job
Majority of the scholars tracked
(61.8%) had current jobs related to
their fields of study, and a quarter
(25.2%) were exclusively in their own
field. Less than ten percent (7.7%)
were completely in different fields,
while 2.7% had jobs which required
no particular field.
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• Though the number of statisticians shows a declining
trend, the demand for statisticians remains high due
to the explosion of data analytics.

169 (18.4%)

My current job is only temporary,
still searching for a more related job
My current job allows me to work in
a favored geographical place

88 (9.5%)

My current job offers more security

81 (8.8%)

My current job allows a flexible time
schedule

56 (6.2%)

My interests have changed

31 (3.4%)
24 (2.6%)

Return service only

Majority of the scholars tracked were female (56%). Nearly all scholar-graduates tracked were employed locally (96.3%), of which
46.1% are in the Private sector; and 32.4% in the Academe-Government. Only 11.8% were employed in the Government sector
and less than 10% in the Academe Private. More than half of the employed scholars occupied Permanent (58.1%) positions.

19 (2.1%)

My job is related to my course study
0

Overall, the findings of the Tracer Study is a reflection
on the quality of DOST-SEI scholar-graduates, as
demonstrated by their performance in the labor
market after graduation, as well as an indication of
the competence of the Institute in the administration
and management of its scholarship programs. With the
increasing number of scholar-graduates every year, the
DOST-SEI must continue to tap linkages that will bring
possible employment opportunities for its scholargraduates and continuously reach out to them to become
more responsive and relevant citizenry.

Employment Location, Sector, and Status
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Figure 24: Reasons for Taking Current Job/Work

Occupational Classification
Majority of the occupations of
scholar-graduates were classified as
Professionals (50.4%). The remaining
occupations of scholars were classified
as Technicians and Associate
Professionals (28.3%), Clerical Support
Workers (20.2%), and a few as Services
and Sales Workers (0.8%).

206 (44.5%)

Technicians and
Associate Professionals

124 (47.7%)

260 (28.3%)
136 (52.3%)

61 (33.0%)

124 (67.0%)
7 (0.8%)

1 (14.3%)

6 (85.7%)

Managers
0%

2 (66.7%)
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40%

56%

3 (0.3%)
1 (33.3%)
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44%

100%
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Figure 25: Major Occupational Classification

Figure 27: Employment Location, Sector, and Status

79.1

%

On Job Search
“Being a DOST Scholar graduate is an
advantage in job search” according to
79.1% scholar-graduates.

83

Undergraduate
Scholar-Graduates
Tracked

185 (20.2%)

Clerical Support
Workers
Services and Sales
Workers

2,205

257 (55.5%)

DOST Scholar Graduates

“Advantageous”

Figure 26: On Job Search

680

53.8%
Employment in S&T Field by Sex
1,264 (87.2%)

584

46.2%

185
(12.8%)
Based on 1,449 respondents

Figure 28: Employment in S&T Field by Sex

About nine in ten (87.2%) of the
scholar-graduates were employed in
S&T fields, of which majority were
females (53.8%).
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463 (50.4%)

Professionals

S&T
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The number one reason cited by the
scholars for taking current job/work
was “my current job is only temporary
and I am still searching for a more
related job” (18.4%). Return of service
obligation was also cited by 2.6%
scholars.

On the other hand, the Tracer Study, Fact Sheet No.5
provides a snapshot of the employment outcomes of 2,205
scholar-graduates in the undergraduate level programs.
The data was mainly taken from the SEI on-line Tracer
website (www.sei.dost.gov.ph/tracer) and from the
accomplished Tracer Survey Forms submitted to SEI and to
the various DOST Regional Offices, from October 2018 to
December 2019. This Fact Sheet presents the employment
status/location, and professional achievements/relevant
contributions of scholar- graduates in the local and
international arena. (see Figure 26-30)

NON-SAT
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Reasons for Taking Current Job/
Work

The TRACER STUDY, Fact Sheet No. 5
(Undergraduate Level)

Professionals
Employment by S&T Occupational
Classification
Majority (79.6%) of the S&T field of
occupation of scholars were classified
as Professionals.

Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers 9 (0.7%)
Managers 9 (0.7%)
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Services and Sales Workers 2 (0.2%)

84

According to the United Nations Policy Briefing
released April 2020, gender-based violence increased
exponentially during the pandemic as women were
forced to stay at home with their “abusers” at the same
time, services to support survivors were also disrupted or
made inaccessible.

238 (18.8%)

Technicians and Associate Professionals

Based on 1,264 respondents

Figure 29: Employment by S&T Occupational Classification

121
Completed Research/Patent/Invention

57

Professional award

Professional Achievements and
Contributions
Completed research/patent/invention
(121); professional award (57), and
publications/published article in
journal (48) were the most cited
professional achievements and
contributions of scholar-graduates
tracked.

Publications/
Published article in journal

48

Occupying high level position in the
private sector

Campaign Against Gender-Based Violence

10

SEI deemed it necessary to educate its employees and
clients about the RA 11313 or the Safe Spaces Act which
aims to protect all genders from violence. With the help
of Atty. Eric Paul Peralta of the UPLB Gender Center, SEI
employees were able to understand basic provisions of
the law that would be helpful in an event of harassment.
This law was also discussed live through SEI’s GAD
Facebook Page where the video reached more than a
thousand viewers, 184 engagements and 11 shares.

SEI would not have received the top award without
the efforts of its employees. In turn, the GFPS also
gave recognition to SEI divisions with best gender
mainstreaming efforts done for the years 2019 and 2020.
The Science Education and Innovations division won first
place and was followed by the Science and Technology
Manpower Education, Research and Promotions Division,
and Science and Technology Scholarship Division,
respectively.

Women in STEM Careers

Speakership at the DOST GAD Focal Point
Assembly

In addition to addressing gender issues, SEI also
continued its efforts to encourage women and girls
to pursue STEM courses and careers. In an online
feature series on GAD’s Facebook page, Oceanographer
Aletta Yniguez, Earth Scientist Pamela Tolentino and
Microbiologist Shana Genavia shared their stories about
their journey in the world of STEM. Their stories all
together reached over 20,000 people and had 4,000
engagements.

After being awarded during the DOST-Wide Gender
Mainstreaming Awards, SEI had the opportunity to share
its best practices during the DOST Focal Point Assembly.
SEI representative and GAD Secretariat Jasmin Coleen
Intia talked about the initial challenges of gender
mainstreaming in the Institute and how they were able
to surpass that. She also discussed three important
points to effectively mainstream GAD and the Institute's
plan for a better gender mainstreaming.
2020 was full of challenges and transitions, but SEI will
never falter in its desire to continue providing equal
opportunities for men and women, promote gender
equality and campaign against gender-based violence.

Presented research paper in
international arena/involved in research
in collaboration with other country

8

Recognition of GAD Efforts

Opening with new business/
engaged in entrepreneurship

8

SEI’s efforts were finally recognized when the DOSTCentral Office awarded the Institute as top agency in

Occupying high level position in the
government sector

gender mainstreaming. Before the Institute was given
the top spot for the DOST attached agencies category,
the members of the GAD Focal Point System Committee
(GFPS) had to undergo a deliberation and evaluation with
the Philippine Commission on Women. Other winners
were the DOST CAR, DOST II, DOST VII, PAGASA and TAPI.

5
Based on 2,205 respondents (multiple responses)

Figure 30: Professional Achievements and Contributions

Innovative Gender And
Development (GAD) efforts amid
the pandemic
As the world flipped its ways to cope up with the
new normal, DOST-SEI emerged with innovative
ways to ensure gender mainstreaming and genderresponsiveness of its programs and projects even amid a
pandemic. The Institute and its Gender and Development
Focal Point System led online initiatives to equip its
employees in addressing gender issues, campaigning
against violence on women, and promoting STEM
education to women and girls.

Online Capacity Building Seminars
Transitioning from a face-to-face 16-hour Gender
Sensitivity Training to only an 8-hour online webinar, SEI
employees became more participative and energetic in

developing sensitivity on matters about gender through
the help of GAD Consultant Ms. Marita C. Pimentel.
Divided into four batches, the training provided more
avenues to share ideas and personal experiences even
online. Participants were eager to speak their thoughts
on gender issues emerging at a time when people were
forced to stay at home and both men and women were
confronted by gender roles when it comes to domestic
care work.
SEI project leaders, unit heads and division chiefs also
attended the Online Gender Analysis Training Orientation
to help identify gender gaps in SEI’s programs and
projects. Ms. Nharleen S. Millar of the Philippine
Commission on Women inspired SEI leaders to take a
closer look at the projects and ask where gender gaps
might be. Furthermore, she urged them to act and make
every effort for more gender responsive and inclusive
projects for both men and women.

DOST-SEI Employees attended the GAD Webinar on RA 11313 or the Safe Spaces Act.
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1,006 (79.6%)

Continuously
Winning
Initiatives

4

Challenges and transitions perfectly
characterized 2020, many uncertainties
still remain, and the pandemic’s impact
will continue to profoundly reshape our
research and innovation systems.
Amidst all this, we strive to address the new demands and
keep up with the changes under our new reality. Our efforts
in our process of transitioning did not come unnoticed.
We were honored with top awards in recognition of our
commitment to excellence in executing our mandate. We
are proud of our accolades, which inspire and motivate us
to further reinforce our systems to better serve the public
in the future.
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Local and International competitions
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Below are the winners of the 4th Indie-Siyensya:
Youth Category:
Best Film – Sansala of Focus Cavite/Cavite National High
School (Senior High School)
2nd Best - Sisto of Bukidnon National School of Home
Industries, Maramag, Bukidnon
3rd Best - Beyond: Escherichia coli by Tagaytay City
Science High School

The fourth Indie-Siyensya
filmmaking competition was
launched during the Regional
Science and Technology Week at
the Iloilo Convention Center, Iloilo
City on October 21, 2019. Attended
by over 200 students, the launch
also offered talks on science
communication, entomology, and
filmmaking techniques delivered
by the Board of Judges, namely:
Dr. Ruby Cristobal of DOST-SEI; Dr.
Aimee Lynn Dupo of UPLB-Graduate
School and Institute of Biological
Sciences; and Prof. Seymour
Sanchez of College of Saint
Benilde. Attendees also included
walk-in participants from different
municipalities in Iloilo Province.

Open Category:
Best Film – Into the Minuscule World of Ants by Heinrich
Domingo from Quezon, Isabela
2nd Best – Pauwikan by Gerylle Vanmarie Palabay of
Film & Media Arts International Academy, Cebu City
3rd Best – The Man Who Talks to Fishes by Prof. Edward
Laurence Opeña of Opeña Cinematics / Cebu Normal
University
Viewers’ Choice Award:
Pauwikan by Film & Media Arts International Academy
Winners per category received P100,000 for first prize;
P50,000 for the second prize; and P30,000 for the
third prize. The most-liked entry during the online film
showing earned the Viewer’s Choice Award, with a cash
prize of P20,000.
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The competition invited all
interested Filipino participants
to submit a 10-minute film under
the theme “Communities Beyond
the Naked Eye.” Details of the
competition were posted on the SEI
website and the Indie-Syensya fan
page, as well as through posters
distributed across the various
regions.
By February 25, 2020, a total of 76
entries were received—55 in the
Youth category, and 21 in the Open
category. These were screened by
the Board of Judges in March but,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the finalists had to be chosen via
online screening on YouTube from
May 26 to June 15 in a public event
attended by students and teachers
invited by DOST-SEI.
Also at the event, winning films from
previous Indie-Siyensya competitions,
“Ilusyon” and “Manglares,” were also
hailed for making the cut as official
entries in the international 2019
Science Film Festival, organized by
the Goethe-Institut.

Dr. Aimee Lynn Dupo, 2020 Outstanding ASEAN Science
Diplomat, gave the closing message to the participants
of 4th Indie Siyensya Closing and Awarding Ceremony
top to bottom:
Conduct of 4th Indie Siyensya Film Making Competition
Online Awarding Ceremony last September 30, 2020.
Dr. Josette T. Biyo delivers her opening message to the
participants for 4th Indie Siyenysa Closing and Awarding
Ceremony.
The 4th Indie-Siyensya Viewer’s Choice Award: PAUWIKAN
by Gerylle Vanmarie Palabay of Film and Media Arts
International Academy, Cebu City.

Young and aspiring filmmakers gathered online
together with the 4th Indie-Siyensya Board of Judges
as they talk about their experiences and journey while
shooting their film entry.
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Satisfactory
turnout in 4th Indie
Siyensya Filmmaking
Competition

An Online Talkback Event was conducted on September
29, in which the top five finalists per category were
invited to talk about their films and their filmmaking
experiences. The Online Awarding ceremony was
conducted on September 30, and was broadcast via the
Indie-SIyensya Facebook page.

Bagging Medals in the 61st International
Mathematical Olympiad (IMO)

22nd Philippine
Mathematical Olympiad
(PMO)

The IMO is the most prestigious and most difficult
secondary-level mathematics competition in the world,
held in a different country each year.
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As the oldest and most prestigious
mathematics competition for high
school students nationwide, the
Philippine Mathematical Olympiad
(PMO) is designed to identify
and recognize the best high
school students in mathematical
problem-solving via a friendly
competition. The activity aims to
improve mathematics education in
the country by promoting greater
interest in mathematics among
students and teachers.
For the 22nd PMO, out of the 4,649
students who took part in the
Qualifying Stage, 221 were selected
to proceed to the Area Stage, which
was held in regional testing centers
nationwide on November 19, 2019.
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Amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, the 61st IMO organizers
and the IMO Board decided that it was vital to hold the
event remotely, with security protocols in place so that
everyone could have full confidence in the integrity of
the results.
In this virtual platform, the Philippine contingent to the
61st International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) made
history once again, securing a gold medal courtesy
of Andres Rico Gonzales III of De La Salle University
Integrated School, and two bronze medals earned by
Raphael Dylan Dalida of Philippine Science High School
and Bryce Ainsley Sanchez of Grace Christian College.
This is just the fourth time that the Philippines has won a
gold medal since it began competing in the IMO in 1988.

More than that, Mr. Gonzales’ score is the highest ever
of any Philippine contestant and is the fourth highest
among all international contestants at the 61st IMO.
The Philippine contingent also bagged three honorable
mentions, through the solid performances of Immanuel
Josiah Balete of St. Stephen’s High School, Sarji Elijah
Bona of Palawan Hope Christian School / De La Salle
University Integrated School, and Vincent Dela Cruz of
Valenzuela City School of Mathematics and Science.
The 61st IMO attracted 616 contestants from 105
countries, with the Philippines ranking 43rd overall.
Dr. Christian Paul O. Chan Shio from the Ateneo de
Manila University and Mr. Carlo Francisco E. Adajar
from the University of the Philippines led the Philippine
contingent as Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader,
respectively. The Philippine participation in the IMO was
jointly organized by DOST-SEI and the Mathematical
Society of the Philippines (MSP).
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From there, the top 22 students
moved up to the National Stage,
which was held on January 18, 2020,
at the FEU Mini Auditorium, Manila.
Table 40 shows the top three winners
of the 22nd PMO.
It’s a back-to-back championship for
Bryce Ainsley Sanchez of Grace Christian
High School (center) in the 22nd Philippine
Mathematical Olympiad. He was followed
by Immanuel Josiah Balete (left) of St.
Stephen’s High School as 1st Runner-up
while Raphael Dylan Dalida (right) of the
Philippine Science High School – Main
Campus finished 2nd Runner up.

TABLE 40: Top 3 Winners of the 22nd Philippine Mathematical Olympiad (PMO)
Name

Bryce Ainsley Sanchez

Immanuel Josiah Balete

Raphael Dylan Dalida

School

Grace Christian High School

St. Stephen’s High School

Philippine Science High
School - Main Campus

Award/Prize Received
Champion/1st Place
P20, 000, Trophy, Medal,
Certificate and SHARP Calculator with
SHARP goodies
1st Runner up/2nd Place
P15, 000, Trophy, Medal,
Certificate and SHARP Calculator with
SHARP goodies
2nd Runner up/3rd Place
P10, 000, Trophy, Medal,
Certificates and SHARP Calculator with
SHARP goodies

Our National Team battled
and came through in the
first-ever online IMO.
They earned a prestigious
gold, two bronzes,
and three honorable
mentions. The 4th gold
for the country since its
participation in 1989.
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Securing Great Wins
In Mathematics
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Competitive programming is
gaining interest in the country, and
the NOI.PH is the sole officially
recognized national-level qualifier
to the International Olympiad in
Informatics (IOI). The competition
has two phases: a ten-day-long
elimination round open to all
Filipino high school students, and a
two-day final round. The structure
of the final round is similar to the
IOI, although the problems are more
difficult and are meant to test the
students’ mastery of fundamental
computing concepts.
The competition aims to foster
interest in careers in programming
and informatics (which includes
computer science and information
technology) in the Philippines, and
to improve the state of informatics
education in the country.

TABLE 41: Top 10 Winners of the 7th National Olympiad in Informatics (NOI)
Name

School

Award/Prize Received

Dan Alden Baterisna

De La Salle University – Taft

Gold Medal, P6,000.00
and Certificate

Steven Chua

British School Manila

Steven Reyes

Saint Jude Catholic School

Dion Stephan Ong

Ateneo de Manila Senior High School

Frederick Ivan Michael Tan

PSHS Main Campus

Raphael Dyan Dalida

PSHS Main Campus

Ron Mikhael Surara

PSHS – Bicol Region Campus

Enrico Rolande Martinez

PSHS Main Campus

Harvey Shawn Chua

PSHS Main Campus

Marc Joshua Ayalde

PSHS-SOCCSKSARGEN Region Campus

Silver Medal, P3,000.00
and Certificate
Bronze Medal, P2,000.00
and Certificate

Honorable Mention,
P1,500.00 and Certificate

Dan Alden Baterisna and Dion Stephan Ong took home bronze medals
in the 32nd IOI held online last September 23, 2020 organized by the
National University of Singapore (NUS) School of Computing.

The national eliminations, a 222-hour online
competition, were held from January 17 to 26, 2020. A
total of 148 students from all over the country solved 17
problems of varying difficulty. Of these, only the top 31
were invited to the finals, which consisted of two fivehour rounds with five problems per round. The national
finals were held virtually, on August 8 and 9, 2020.

Philippine Participation in the International
Olympiad in Informatics (IOI)
The International Olympiad in Informatics (IOI) is one
of several annual international science olympiads.
Exceptional high school students from around the world
compete in this prestigious algorithmic competition to
sharpen their skills in problem analysis, algorithm and
data structure design, programming, and testing.

The top ten winners in the National Finals are shown in
Table 41.

Competitive programming is
gaining interest in the country,
and the NOI.PH is the sole
officially recognized nationallevel qualifier to the International
Olympiad in Informatics (IOI).

The 32nd IOI was supposed to be held in Singapore but,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the event was instead
hosted online by the National University of Singapore (NUS)
School of Computing from September 13 to 19, 2020. The
competition was sponsored by Acer and supported by the
Singapore Ministry of Education (MOE) and the Singapore
Exhibition and Convention Bureau (SECB).

After winning bronze in the 31st International
Olympiad in Informatics held in Azerbaijan,
Dan Alden Baterisna from De La Salle
University Senior High School topped this
year’s NOI.PH Finals and secured a slot in
the national team for the 32nd International
Olympiad in Informatics (IOI).

De La Salle University Senior High School’s Dan Alden
Baterisna—who won a bronze medal at the 31st IOI
in Baku, Azerbaijan in 2019—and Ateneo de Manila
University’s Dion Stephen Ong of Ateneo de Manila
bagged Bronze medals. They were also joined by Steven
Reyes of Saint Jude Catholic School and Steven Chua of
British School Manila.

The four students were chosen to represent the
Philippines in the IOI based on thier overall performance
in the training camps. The Philippine participation to the
IOI was jointly organized by DOST-SEI and the National
Olympiad in Informatics Philippines, which was led by
their President Mr. Marte Soliza.

METeorology for YOUng
Scientists (MET4YOU) Science,
Technology, and Innovations
The Philippine Meteorological Society (PMS), in its quest
to promote Meteorology as a science and profession,
strongly supports the capacity enhancement of young
science enthusiasts—particularly those with an interest
in meteorology or atmospheric science—towards
increasing the ranks of the country’s weather specialists
and improving the nation’s meteorological services.
“METeorology for YOUng Scientists (MET4YOU): Science,
Technology and Innovation” is a competition aimed at
senior high schools in Metro Manila, geared towards
meteorology, atmospheric science and allied sciences.
Ten groups of students participated in the competition,
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Competitive Programming at
the 7th National Olympiad in
Informatics

The YES Award is an annual DOST institutional award
for exemplary youth achievement in the fields of science
and mathematics, and comes in the form of a medal
of distinction awarded by the DOST Secretary or the
DOST Regional Director in a fitting ceremony—either
toward the end of the year or in the early months of the
succeeding year.

Science Education Institute • 2020 Annual Report

Movement restrictions imposed in early 2020 in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic prompted the Department of
Science and Technology – Science Education Institute
(DOST-SEI) to issue a Memorandum to postpone and,
later, to cancel all its STEM promotions activities,
including the YES on-site awarding ceremony.
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Nevertheless, DOST-SEI carried on in honoring achievers
in international science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM) competitions via an online
awarding ceremony. The said event was able to reach
even those hailing from the far corners of the country.
The list of YES medalists was announced on October
16-17, 2020 via the Institute’s official Facebook page,
accompanied by a congratulatory video message from
DOST-SEI Director Dr. Josette T. Biyo. The studentmedalists were commended for exemplifying Filipino
brilliance on the world stage, and were encouraged
to continue on this path of excellence and to inspire
others thereby. DOST-SEI distributed a total of 1,631
YES medals to the honorees' schools in NCR and DOST
Regional Offices.
The Institute continued to monitor activities in the
international STEM competitions through its partners.

651

METeorology for YOUng Scientists (MET4YOU): Science, Technology and Innovation Judging Activity
at Amihan Conference Room, PAGASA Office in Quezon City last March 6, 2020

980

TABLE 42: Top Three (3) Teams of the 7th National Olympiad in Informatics (NOI)
with final judging held on March
6, 2020 at the Amihan Conference
Room, PAGASA Central Office,
Quezon City.
The top three teams (Table 42) were
invited to present their research at
the 2020 PMS Annual Convention,
which was originally scheduled on
March 25, 2020, but was moved to
July 21 to 23, 2020 and conducted
online due to the pandemic. It drew
over 200 attendees plus Facebook
audiences as the webinar was also
livestreamed via the official PMS
Facebook account.

Title of Project

Name/s

School

Prize

Development of
AlikaVOC: A Cloud-Based
Air Quality Monitoring
Network

By: Lance Christian P. De Castro
Dominic Gian Manalo
Jeremy David M Molines
Jason C. Alcarez
Adviser: Mr. MC Jervis Villaruel

Philippine Science
High School
Main Campus

1st Prize,
Php 20,000.00

AMBON: A Simulation
Training Program
for Typhoon Hazard
Awareness via Virtual
Reality

By: Elian E. Arances
Nichole Ann G. Benchayda
Gail Marie R. Dela Cruz
Sao Athena C. Matanguihan
Adviser: Ms. Cecille Pegtuan

Quezon City
Science High
School

2nd Prize,
Php 15,000.00

Terrestrial Automated
Monitoring and Risk
Assessment of Woodlands
(TAMARAW) System: An
Arduino-Based Solution
Towards Safeguarding
Philippine Forestlands

By: Gabriel Angelo F. Limlingan
Sean Red C. Mendoza
Ronaldo B. Reyes, Jr.

Manila Science
High School

3rd Prize,
Php 10,000.00

Number of YES Awardees
per Gender

Dr. Josette T. Biyo, Director of the
DOST – Science Education Institute
gave a message of appreciation to
the student awardees of YES medals
during the online YES Awarding
Ceremony.
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Maintaining momentum in democratizing
STEM education
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After doubling its audience reach in 2019, the project
looked to carry this positive momentum into 2020
with a refocused campaign on DOST-SEI’s Graduate
Scholarships and a stronger emphasis on stakeholder
involvement.
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The Institute, through“#Push4Science: Maging DOST
Scholar Ka!”, combines the power of traditional and new
media in expanding awareness and interest among
aspiring science scholars nationwide to pursue viable
career paths in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM). For 2020, the campaign sought to
engage more municipalities with low rates of application
to the DOST-SEI Scholarship Programs.
The project goals remain anchored on improving access
to quality STEM education, and helping produce worldclass Filipino science professionals. Specific objectives
include the following:
1. To market DOST-SEI’s Undergraduate Scholarship
Programs to senior high school students and college
students enrolled in S&T courses;
2. To intensively promote the various Graduate
Scholarship Programs to ongoing DOST Scholars, and
undergraduate students from consortium memberuniversities;
3. To collaborate with the project “nuLab: STEM in
Motion” for its scholarship promotion component; and,

4. To mobilize DOST Regional Offices, Provincial S&T
Centers (PSTC), and DOST Scholars’ Associations in
campaigning for the S&T Scholarships.

Embracing change, sustaining the ‘push’
As the 2020 pandemic hampered mobility, the
campaign turned to proven information, education and
communication (IEC) strategies using print, broadcast,
and social media as main channels to reach the target
beneficiaries. The team banked on partnerships with the
DOST Regional Offices (RO) and Provincial Science and
Technology Centers (PSTC) in identifying appropriate
materials, co-developing content and subjects, and
strategically deploying the various IEC resources.
In summary, the project produced the following
campaign materials to sustain its goals:
Broadcast
From January to July, the project produced 10
multilingual radio plugs—done in English, Bikolano,
Ilokano, Hiligaynon, and Cebuano—to promote the
Undergraduate and Graduate Scholarship Programs. The
team provided all ROs and PSTCs with digital copies of
the radio plugs and sought assistance in disseminating
the files to local broadcast stations for airing.

DOST-SEI Pathfinders, one of the two AVPs produced, is an
inspirational montage of notable Scholar-Graduates in the
fields of space science, environment, information technology,
mathematics, and physics.

The project held on online campaign entitled “#Push4Science: Careers and Graduate Opportunities in
Biotechnology” as part of the 16th National Biotechnology Week celebration on November 26, 2020.
Notable Scholar-Graduates showcased their works and stories as budding Genetics, and Molecular
Biology and Biotechnology professionals.

The project also produced two audiovisual
presentations as additional resources, namely SEI
Vision 2020, the year’s corporate video feature, and
DOST-SEI Pathfinders, an inspirational montage of
notable Scholar-Graduates in the fields of space
science, environment, information technology,
mathematics, and physics.
Print/Digital
The team produced print and digital posters—similarly
branded under DOST-SEI Pathfinders—featuring
accomplished Scholar-Graduates in the government,
industry, and academe. These resources were also
showcased in the Institute’s social media outlets.
Two mobile exhibit panels entitled “Why pursue Grad
studies?” and “What will the future Philippine S&T
labor market look like?” were added to the existing
portfolio of visual campaign materials, which will be
utilized in future exhibits and direct campaigns.
Online
The project held an online campaign entitled
“#Push4Science: Careers and Graduate Opportunities
in Biotechnology” as part of the 16th National
Biotechnology Week celebration on November
26, 2020. Notable Scholar-Graduates showcased

their works and stories as budding professionals in
the fields of Genetics, and Molecular Biology and
Biotechnology. The campaign team also presented
the various Graduate Scholarship Programs as options
for advanced studies in biotechnology and related
fields. The online event reached 106 ongoing science
scholars in its live audience, and netted a total of
3,500 post views.

106

Online Event
Live Audience

3,500
Online Event Post
Views
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Expanding the Reach of the DOST
Scholarship Program to Priority
Municipalities

STRATCOM:
Broadening reach
through intensified
online platforms

NSTW
The Institute showcased its
programs for the youth as it
participated in the first-ever online
National Science and Technology
Week (NSTW) with the theme,
“Agham at Teknolohiya: Sandigan
ng Kalusugan, Kabuhayan,
Kaayusan at Kinabukasan.” SEI led
in the subtheme “Kinabukasan”
highlighting its innovations in
aiding the distance learning mode
prevalent during the pandemic.
and showcased its programs
namely 1) Scholarships, 2) Science
Explorer’s RadyoEskwela, 3) nuLab’s
TuklaSiyensya, 4) IndieSiyensya, 5)
Science Film Festival (SFF), and 4)
DOST Courseware in Science and
Mathematics for E-Learning.
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DOST-SEI also organized the
following online events targeting
students, DOST Scholars, and
teachers:

Under the StratCom project, SEI showcased its youth programs
in the first-ever online National Science and Technology Week
(NSTW) with the theme “Agham at Teknolohiya: Sandigan ng
Kalusugan, Kabuhayan, Kaayusan at Kinabukasan.” SEI led in the
subtheme “Kinabukasan” highlighting its innovations in aiding
the distance learning mode prevalent during the pandemic.
In the photos are virtual posters of featured programs like 1)
Science Explorer’s RadyoEskwela, 2) nuLab’s TuklaSiyensya, and
3) DOST Courseware in Science and Mathematics for E-Learning.

1. 3rd Indie-Siyensya Film
Showcase – Nov. 24, 2020 –
Live via the NSTW, SEI and
IndieSiyensya Facebook accounts
2. 4th Indie-Siyensya Film
Showcase – Nov. 29, 2020 –
Live via the NSTW, SEI and
IndieSiyensya Facebook accounts
3. Webinar on DOST Courseware
in Science and Mathematics
for E-Learning – Nov. 29, 2020
– Live via the NSTW and SEI
Facebook accounts

Science Film Festival
DOST-SEI’s partnership with the Goethe Institut
Philippinen continues with the celebration of the
2020 Science Film Festival (SFF), which bannered the
Sustainable Development Goals as its overarching theme.
The 2020 SFF likewise turned fully online from Nov. 4 to
Dec 4, 2020 in light with the pandemic. The online SFF
was conducted with help from DOST and the Department
of Education (DepEd) to reach school-based audiences.
In 2020, the SFF reached 800,000 viewers in 27 countries
in Southeast Asia, South Asia, Africa, Latin America and
the Middle East.

Media Placements
The team developed and disseminated 20 press releases
to various mass media outlets, generating at least
272 media placements including TV and radio spots
in community and major broadcast networks. Online
placement of SEI’s press releases remained the main driver
of spread as organic articles got mirrored 179 times in
various online outlets.

Social Media
The need to adapt to the highly digital and online-based
consumption of content, the Institute furthered its efforts
to connect to its clients and target audience thru the
Science Education Institute – Department of Science and
Technology Facebook page, as well as the individual pages
of the various programs and projects. The team utilized
the official account in regularly posting announcements
and original content such as online events/conferences,
articles, official messages, videos, and infographics;
sharing relevant posts from partners and media outlets;
and managing inquiries from the clientele.
In total, DOST-SEI’s Official Facebook account registered
196,171 followers, and 189,121 page likes as of Dec.
31, 2020, which secures a solid reach in every strategic
communication activity done through the page.

20

Press Releases

179

No. of times organic articles got
mirrored in various online outlets

272

Media Placements including
TV and Radio Spots

189,121
Page Likes as of
December 2020

196,171
Facebook Followers
as of December 2020
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With no direct/face-to-face
engagements possible throughout
the year, DOST-SEI managed
to amplify its communication
strategies to reach a wider
audience. A shift in intensifying
the online presence of the various
Scholarships, STEM Promotions,
and STEM Education Innovations
programs characterized the
overall strategy in engaging the
stakeholders and sustaining the
impact of the projects.

FAD Significant Accomplishments in Year 2020
The COVID-19 pandemic is emotionally challenging for
many people, especially in SEI with 128 employees who
are working at home and those who are reporting to
office. In addition, some programs and projects were
continuously implemented despite the health crisis.
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Ensuring
Operational
Continuity and
Compliance

Human Resources Support
TABLE 43: Operational Continuity and Employee Support Measures Adopted
Accomplishment

Description of the Intervention

Challenges

Implementation of
Alternative Work
Arrangements (AWA)

To safeguard the health and safety
of the SEI-employees and to ensure
the delivery of the Institute’s
targets and public services,
the following alternative work
arrangements were implemented:

1) For Skeleton
Workforce:
• Limited vehicle
available;
• More exposure to
COVID-19 virus;
• unknown Health
Status of those
reporting for work;

1) Skeleton Workforce
• A minimum number of
employees is required to render
office services when full staffing
is not possible.

2) For Work-fromhome arrangement:
• Slow internet
connection;
2) Work-from-home arrangement
• Lack of
• An output-oriented work
ergonomicallyarrangement that authorizes the
designed furniture
worker to produce output/results
at home
and accomplishments outside
the office

The COVID-19 pandemic is emotionally challenging for many
people, especially at SEI with 128 employees either working
from home or reporting to office, and with some programs and
projects being continuously implemented despite the crises.
As a support arm of the agency, in March 2020, the SEI
Management with the assistance of the Financial and
Administrative Division (FAD) disseminated various issuances
to address the needs of the employees and to implement
protocols and actionable guidance for safe operations in the
workplace.

Further, since the Institute aims to continually
operate despite the pandemic, several measures were
implemented. (see Table 43)

Creation of Safety and
Health Committee

Pursuant to the Civil Service
Commission (CSC), Department
of Health (DOH) and Department
of Labor and Employment (DOLE)
Joint Circular No. 1, s. 2020 on
Occupational Safety and Health
(OSH) Standards for the Public
Sector, the Safety and Health
Committee was created.
The SHC was created to develop
policies and standards, and
implement these for the protection
of all employees from incidents
of injury, sickness or death in the
workplace

Statistics/Data
Issued one (1) memorandum
on Implementation of
Skeletal Workforce dated 15
March 2020
Issued two (2) Administrative
Orders namely:
1) Guidelines on the
Implementation of
Interim Alternative Work
Arrangement; and
2) New Normal for SEI
Operations

The SHC reconstituted
the Safety and Emergency
Response Committee and
included in their Functions
the Tracing of close contacts
and Monitoring of employees’
responses in Health Check
Declaration
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As a support arm of the agency, in March 2020, the SEI
Management, with the assistance of the Finance and

Administrative Division (FAD), implemented policies
through administrative issuances to address the needs
of the employees and to implement protocols and
actionable guidance for safe operations in the workplace.

Office Facilities Services

TABLE 43: Operational Continuity and Employee Support Measures Adopted
Accomplishment

Science Education Institute • 2020 Annual Report

Health/Psychological
Interventions

Description of the Intervention
The Institute aims to maintain
the mental health and wellness
of its employees, helping them
cope with the changes set by the
COVID-19 pandemic situation and
move forward with a positive and
productive mindset.
Through various intervention
programs, the employees were
provided an avenue to understand
deeper the mental health and
strategies for attaining mental
health and wellness.

Free Transportation
for Employees

The Institute provided two vehicles
for the SEI Officials and five
vehicles for deployment daily to
fetch and ferry SEI staff who are
part of the skeleton workforce.

Challenges

Some employees don’t Conducted the following
have a stable internet webinar programs:
connection
1) Stress Debriefing Program
– conducted in 10
batches and a total of 92
employees benefited from
this program.

Creation and
Monitoring of the
Online Health Check
Declaration

To address the limited
number of vehicles,
these conducted two
trips in a day.

Description

Challenges

A total of 5,820 SEI staff
availed themselves of the
transportation services
provided by the Institute.

Inadequate number
of folding beds during
busy days.

This is an online monitoring and
reporting system to support
COVID-19 mitigation actions of the
Institute.

Untimely and Nondisclosure by SEI
staff of their present
condition

Transparent barriers for COVID-19
infection prevention

Installation during
office hours caused
work disturbances

Reconfiguration of Window
Glass and Installation of
Window Ledges:
1 - COA
1 - FAD
1 - GSU
1 - STMERPD
1 - ODD
1 - OD
1 - Planning Unit
1 - SEID
3 - STSD
Acrylic Partitions on Guards
Table:
1 – 1st Level
2 –2nd Level

Regular Office
Disinfection/
Sanitation

The workplace serves as a
support role – the foundation
for any and all contributors to
the Institute’s goal. This is about
preventing burnout, promoting
comfort and safety at work, and
ensuring employees have the right
workspaces and amenities to do
their best work.

Inadequate number
of folding beds during
busy days.

Disinfection of surfaces,
tabletops, handrails, and door
knobs every 2 hours - Daily

15 units of folding beds were
provided to employees who
opted to stay overnight in the
office.

CA total of ___ daily
declarations received.

Statistics/Data

Installation of glass
receiving windows &
acrylic partitions on
security guard tables

Areas: Manila, Quezon CityRizal, Cavite, Laguna and
Bicutan area.

The Institute provided temporary
accommodation to employees
during the pandemic period. The
Institute allotted rooms or part
of the office premises and bought
folding beds to accommodate those
employees who reside far from the
office.

It aims to timely/daily monitor the
health status of all the employees,
whether on a skeleton workforce
or work-from-home arrangement
scheme, to ensure that all
employees are in good shape
and also further ensure that all
those reporting to office are not
exhibiting any of the COVID-19-like
symptoms

Accomplishment

2) Mental Health Awareness
Series – conducted in three
series
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Temporary
Accommodation to
employees who are
reporting for work

Statistics/Data

TABLE 43: Operational Continuity and Employee Support Measures Adopted

Comfort Rooms
– Every 30 mins.
SEI Facilities,
Rooms, Hallways, Parking
Areas
– Weekly
A total of 5,820 employees
benefited.

Installation of
Alcohol/Alcogel
Dispensers in
Designated Areas

The aim is to prevent the spread of
the virus and ensure a safe working
environment for employees.

Limited supply of
disinfecting/sanitizing
solutions during the
Enhanced Community
Quarantine (ECQ).

Installed the following
dispensers:
• 4 units automatic of
dispensers installed in
strategic areas of the
premises:
1 – 2nd Level Lobby
1 – 1st Level Lobby
1 - WGP
1 - STSD
• 4 pcs at the entrance of
the rooms (1st level)
• Individual room dispensers
• 5,820 SEI staff reporting
to office benefited
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New set of officers for 2020
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The SEI Employees Association (SEI-EA) elected a new set
of officers who were sworn in on January 9. These are:
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1. Josephine S. Feliciano, Science Research Specialist II,
SEI-EA President
2. Ma, Nerissa M. Nicolas, Science Research Specialist II,
SEI-EA Vice President-Internal
3. Carl Gaius Noble, Science Research Specialist I,
SEI-EA Vice President -External
4. Geraldine P. Marfil, Administrative Asst. II,
SEI-EA Secretary
5. Karen Louise Villas - Science Research Specialist II,
Asst. Secretary
6. Sheena Mae Kitong – Accountant II, Treasurer
7. Jemmalyn Miniao – Planning Officer I, Auditor
They presided over all the year’s activities of the SEI-EA,
which has 48 members -- 39 female and 11 male -- all of
whom are permanent employees ranking from division
chief to the administrative assistant and aged 24-63
years old.

Pre-Pandemic Activities
A. Relief Operations For Taal Volcano Eruption Victims
17 January 2020, Inosloban-Marawoy-Integrated Nhs
Evacuation Center, Lipa City, Batangas
Thirteen volunteer-employees conducted the relief
operations for the Taal Volcano eruption victims
at Inosloban-Marawoy Integrated NHS, Lipa City,
Batangas. They donated 27 boxes of clothing and
undergarments for men, women and children, towels,
comforters, mats, hygiene packages, and feeding
bottles as well as assorted food products which
included milk for adults, canned goods, noodles,
biscuits and energy food from the P12,815.00 cash
donations of SEI employees.
Using the SEI-produced Storybooks in Science
and Mathematics, the volunteers also conducted
storytelling sessions to 25 children-evacuees aged
4 to 12 at the DOST- funded project 21st Century
Learning Environment Model (21st CLEM) Classroom
in Inosloban-Marawoy INHS established in 2018.

B.	Valentine’s Day Celebration – Spread The Love Not
The Veerus, 14 February 2020, Sei, Taguig City
An activity dubbed “Spread the Love Not the Veerus”
was conducted to celebrate heart’s day and raise
funds for the association. The activity earned around
P2,000 from the chocolates and Valentine products
marketing.

Pandemic Virtual Activities
A. Health And Wellness Program For Sei Employees
Version 2.0
Several activities were conducted by the Safety and
Emergency Response Group (SERG) both for the
skeleton work force and those under work from home
arrangement (WFHA).
B. Contests/Competitions
Several contests were conducted to amuse employees,
share their talents, skills and creativity in different
fields and ultimately distract them from any anxiety
that may be caused by the pandemic. The contests
were funded by HRMU and some generous sponsors.
• Halloween Face Masquerade Ball
A face mask-making contest to initiate fun for
Halloween virtually with 16 entries as finalists.
• Christmaskipaps
The second in the series of face mask-making contests
with a Christmas theme, generating 12 entries as
finalists.
• Pandemic Trilogy
This three-part contest showcased the skills and
talents in planting, pet-caring, poetry, photography,
drawing, and music and lyrics composition. The
program was designed for all SEI employees, aimed
at harnessing their skills and talent to full potential
especially during these challenging times where
mental and physical health are of utmost importance.
The program was dubbed “The Demic Trilogy: A
Festival Of Talents In Challenging Times” which ran

from September to December 2020. The three major
activities were:
– Plant-demic
Includes but not limited to home planting of
ornamental, tropical, vegetable and herb plants
– Pen-demic
Poetry, drawing, photography and music and lyrics
composition
– Pet-demic
Pet lovers and owners with their pets of any kind
C. Year-End Assessment And Thanksgiving Virtual
Christmas Party
On December 18, 2020, the SEI – EA spearheaded the
Virtual 2020 Year-end Assessment and Thanksgiving
Christmas party via Zoom which was participated in
by 107 permanent and job orders employees together
with the top management and carried the theme
“ChristmaskiPaps: Tuloy na Tuloy Pa Rin Ang Pasko
Maskipaps (Maski Papaano)”.

Further Initiatives
A. HMO Facilitation
For 2020, Philippine-British Assurance Company
(PhilBrit) Inc. with a network under PhilCare Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO) was contracted to
liaise with employees and the health providers. A
total of 102 members both under permanent and job
orders voluntarily signed for a year of service.
B. Creation Of Various Communication Channels
To facilitate faster communication with all employees,
various tools were enabled for specific purposes. Chat
groups in Messenger Safety and Emergency Response
Group (SERG), SEI-EA Group, SEI – EA Happen (Officers),
while in MS Teams SEI-EA and SEI-EA Officers were
created as well as gmail accounts for SEI-EA.
C. Restoration of SEI-EA Lounge
To provide employees a space to relax, exercise and
practice religious activities, a previous temporary
5-sqm storage room was restored for sharing with
GAD activities. In the lounge may be found gym
equipment such as weights and two cardio-flex
manual machines. An emergency medical box, mobile
dishwashing facility, refrigerator to store milk of
lactating mothers, a relaxing leathered chair, guest
chairs, music sound system, weighing scale and
cabinets are open for use by all employees.

D. Re-Designing of SEI-EA Logo
Since the SEI-EA was established in 1993 the
logo being used was a graphic extracted from
Microsoft Publisher (MS PUB) software letterhead
template which could potentially have a copyright
infringement issue. A new logo was designed to
reflect and depict the mission and vision of the
association.
E. Participation To Various Committee Memberships
Various committee memberships were participated in
by officers for the year 2020. These are:
• SEI Manpower Committee (MANCOM)
• SEI Human Resource Promotions and Selection
Board (HR-PSB)
• SEI Safety and Health Committee (SHC)
• United DOST Employees Association (UNIDEA),
Secretary and Representative to DOST Uniform
Committee
• SEI Hazard Pay and Allowances Committee
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SEI Employees Association:
Keeping it together in times of pandemic
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Managing Resources

organizational chart

STATEMENT OF ALLOTMENT & OBLIGATIONS
(Amount In Thousand Pesos)

PS
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MOOE

CO

TOTAL

%
Obligation Utilization

Allotment

Obligation

Allotment

Obligation

Allotment

Obligation

Allotment

26,370

25,831

8,050

7,579

11,721

11,421

46,162

44,831

97.12%

Development and Administration of Programs,
Awards and Grants for GRADUATE

2,416

2,348

2,366,108

2,344,306

-

-

2,368,524

2,346,654

99.08%

Development and Administration of Programs,
Awards and Grants for UNDERGRADUATE

4,648

4,648

2,074,293

2,073,338

-

-

2,078,941

2,077,986

99.95%

14,703

14,703

17,943

13,113

-

-

32,646

27,816

85.20%

-

-

1,025

983

-

-

1,025

983

95.90%

48,137

47,530

4,467,419

4,439,319

11,421

11,421

4,527,298

4,498,270

99.36%

General Administration and Support Services

Office of the Director

Operations

Program 1: S&T Scholarship Programs

Program 2: Education Development Program
Research, Promotion and Development and
Training of Science and Technology Education
Support to the Presidential Committee
Implementing PD 997
Total Budget
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budget distribution
(Amount In Thousand Pesos)

Actual Expenditures (FY 2019)

Per Major Expense Class and Major Final Output
CO
11,421

GASS
45,314

(0.25%)

(1.01%)

Science and
Technology
Scholarship
Division
(STSD)

PS
47,530

(1.06%)

MOOE
4,439,319

OPERATIONS
4,452,956

(98.69%)

(98.99%)

OPERATIONS

GASS

MOOE

PS

CO

Science
Education and
Innovations
Division
(SEID)

Science and
Technology
Manpower
Education
Research and
Promotions
Division
(STMERPD)

Finance and
Administrative
Division
(FAD)
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